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An experimental investigation of natural convection immersion
cooling of two configurations of discrete heat sources in an enclosure
filled uith Fluorinert FC-75 has been conducted. A three by three array
of rectangular protrusions was employed.
In the first study, using the same equipment set-up of Benedict
[Ref. 13], the influence of changing the enclosure bottom surface
boundar}^ condition on flow patterns and heat transfer characteristics
was examined. Both insulated and uniform temperature boundary con-
ditions were considered.
In the second set of experiments, a new chamber with the pro-
trusions oriented vertically was assembled and effects of component
orientation on the heat transfer characteristics were examined. In
addition, timewise variations of temperature in several locations were
measured and interpreted at different power levels.
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A. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
With the increase in circuit packaging density associated with the
miniaturization of microelectronic components, heat dissipation has
become a major problem in the design and construction of digital
computers and high-power electronic equipment in general. Several
alternatives to the solution of the problem have been studied in the
past 10 years, including that of Chu [Ref. 1]. Among these, immersion
cooling appears to be one of the most effective for achieving high heat-
transfer coefficients.
B. IMMERSION COOLING: ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
STUDIES
From the construction of the first electronic digital computer, the
solution to the problem of heat dissipation from high packaging den-
sity electronic equipment has not been easy. Even though very inter-
esting forced convection methods have been studied and very
frequently used (Chu [Ref. 1] describes several methods of air- and
water-forced convection cooling), the hardware that has to be added
to supply the additional power and to store and circulate the cooling
liquid can be cumbersome in any application.
The direct immersion of the electronic circuitry into dielectric
hquids improves its cooling capability significantly. Baker [Ref. 2]
found liquid cooling by free convection to be more than three times as
effective as free convective air cooling of the same device. He made
heat transfer measurements from thin-film tantalum nitride resistors
evaporated on Coming 7059 glass substrates. The substrates were 1.0
by 2.6 by 0.12 cm. All resistors were rectangular, with their height
(dimension parallel to the flow) one-half their base. The surface areas
of the resistors were 0.0106, 0.104, 0.477, and 2.00 cm2. Two liquids
were used in the study: freon with a Prandtl number of 3.9, and Dow
Corning #200 silicone dielectric liquid with a Prandtl number of 126.
The results showed that the heat transfer coefficient is approximately
proportional to the cube root of the reciprocal of viscosity. It was also
found that the convection coefficient does increase significantly as the
source size decreases. The free convection heat transfer coefficient for
the smallest source was more than an order of magnitude greater than
for the largest source operated under the same conditions.
In a following study. Baker [Ref. 3] also examined different cooling
techniques, such as nucleate boiling, forced convection, and bubble-
induced mixing for cooling small heat sources.
Park and Bergles [Ref. 4] conducted experimental studies of natu-
ral convection from discrete flush-mounted rectangular heat sources
on a circuit board substrate. Micro-electronic circuit elements were
simulated with thin foil heaters supplied with DC power. Measure-
ments were also made for protruding heaters of varying widths, in
water and R-113. They found and documented the increase in heat
transfer coefficient with decreasing width. This effect was greater in
R-113 than in water. Also, for protruding heaters, the heat transfer
coefficients for the upper heaters in an array were found to be higher
than those for the lower heaters. This behavior was not observed for
flush-mounted heaters. As the distance between heaters increased, so
did the heat transfer coefficients.
Chen, et al. [Ref. 5] made an experimental study of natural
convection heat transfer in a liquid-filled rectangular enclosure with
10 protruding heaters from one vertical wall. The top surface of the
enclosure maintained at a uniform temperature acted as the heat sink.
All other surfaces, except the heater locations, were unheated. The
enclosure was 16.7 cm in height, 2.3 cm in width, and 19.6 cm in
depth (horizontal z-direction of the heaters). The 10 heaters were 0.8
cm high. 1.11 cm wide, and 19.6 cm deep. The vertical spacing
between heaters was equal to the heater height. Distilled water and
ethylene glycol were used as working fluids. Experimental results
show that the bottom heater (heater 1), except for high Rayleigh
number runs, has the highest heat transfer coefficient. The heat
transfer coefficients at heaters 7, 8, and 9 are nearly the same and
present the lowest values among the heaters. It was also shown that
heat transfer coefficient decreases up to heater 7. At high Rayleigh
numbers, the top heater (10) has the highest heat transfer coeffi-
cients. The flow visualization carried out indicates a core flow within
the enclosure and a recirculating cell in the gap between heaters.
Approximate measurements of the fluid velocity were provided from
the particle traces in the flow visualization.
Keyhani, et al. [Ref. 6] experimentally studied the buoyancy-driven
flow and heat transfer in a vertical cavity with discrete flush heat
sources on one vertical wall while the other vertical wall was cooled at
a constant temperature. This enclosure contained 11 alternatively
unheated and flush-mounted rows of isoflux heated strips. The liquid
was ethylene-glycol with a Prandtl number of 150.
To examine the flow structure, visualization experiments were
conducted for several power inputs. Finely ground aluminum powder
(5 to 20 microns in size) was used to visualize the flow. The observed
flow for a power input of 10 watts was highly structured except for
small regions near the end walls. A primary flow circulating from the
hot wall to the cold wall, a secondary flow with the same sense of cir-
culation as the primary flow, and a tertiary flow in the opposite direc-
tion of the secondary flow were observed in the photographs taken at
this power level. At a higher power level of 40 watts, the flow pattern
above the mid-height region of the cavity showed transition from
laminar to turbulent flow along the surface with heaters. The down-
ward flow along the cold wall was still laminar. For a fixed power
input, the heat transfer coefficient generally decreased with increase
in height (or heater number). The rate at which Nusselt number
decreased with the increase in heater number was found to be a
strong function of the heater location.
Kelleher, et al. [Ref. 7] and Lee, et al. [Ref. 8] studied experimen-
tally and numerically the cooling by natural convection of a water-filled
rectangular enclosure with a long heater protruding from one vertical
wall and conducted flow \isualization and heat transfer measurements
uith the heater at three different elevations. They found the two-
dimensional flow to be dual-celled, consisting of a buoyancy-driven
upper cell, in which the major part of the fluid motion takes place and
which accounts for the majorit\^ of the convective heat transfer, and a
shear-driven lower cell in which the fluid motion arises due to the
\iscous drag from the upper cell.
Liu. et al. [Ref. 9] used a three-dimensional finite difference
method to study the natural convection cooling of an array of chips
mounted on a vertical wall of a three-dimensional rectangular enclo-
sure filled with a dielectric fluid Fluorinert FC 75. They found the long
time solution to be oscillatory. Maximum chip temperatures were
found on the top surfaces of the three top chips. However, these
maximum temperatures did not all occur at the same time, but alter-
nated among these three chips as time proceeded in a rather regular
fashion. It was also obser\'ed that the bottom sink was quite ineffective
in remo\ing heat from the enclosure and that the convective circula-
tion was essentially limited to the chip areas.
Joshi. et al. [Ref. 10] carried out an experimental investigation to
study the natural convection cooling of a 3 by 3 array of heated protru-
sions in a rectangular enclosure filled with dielectric fluid FC-75. They
observed that at low power levels (0.1 watts), the flow structure was
largely determined by the thermal conditions at the enclosure sur-
faces. With increasing power levels (0.7 to 3.0 watts), an upward flow
developed adjacent to each column of components. The flow away
from the elements became strongly three-dimensional and time-
dependent with increasing thermal inputs. Component surface tem-
peratures were used to obtain a heat transfer correlation over the
range of power levels examined.
Liu, et al. [Ref. 11] carried out a three-dimensional numerical
study of immersion cooling of a chip array by laminar natural convec-
tion in a rectangular enclosure filled with a dielectric liquid. They
determined the local temperature responses on the chip surfaces,
their dynamic behaviors, and their dependence on the enclosure gap
size. It was found that the temperature responses are decidedly oscil-
latory with wave forms ranging from simple to complex, and that
maximum chip surface temperatures occur on the top row of chips for
large gap sizes but oscillate among all three rows of chips for small gap
sizes.
C. OBJECTIVES
The work reported here is a continuation of thesis research con-
ducted at the Naval Postgraduate School by Pamuk [Ref. 12] and Bene-
dict [Ref. 13]. The numerical studies by Liu, et al. [Ref. 9] and Liu, et al.
[Ref. 11] were the motivation for some of the specific investigations
carried out.
The objectives of the present investigation are twofold: The first is
to examine the effect of bottom surface boundary condition on thermal
transport in the natural convection cooling of a 3 by 3 array of
horizontally arranged protruding elements on a vertical wall. The sec-
ond objective is to examine heat transfer, fluid flow characteristics.
and t±ie influence of the \\idt±i of the chamber during the natural con-
vection cooling of a 3 by 3 array of vertically arranged protruding ele-
ments on a vertical wall. Temperature fluctuation measurements were
plotted and compared with existing numerical analysis of Liu. et al.
[Refs. 9 and 11] and Benedict [Ref. 13]. For both studies, flow visual-
izations were also carried out.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
A. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Two different experimental configurations were used for the
studies reported here. In the first, a 3 by 3 array of rectangular ele-
ments with the largest dimension aligned horizontally was examined.
In the second study, the largest dimensions were in the vertical
direction. The two experimental configurations are next described.
The details of the experimental procedures are available in Bene-
dict [Ref. 13]. The Data Acquisition Programs were the same as used by
Pamuk [Ref. 12] and Benedict [Ref. 13] with minor modifications in
output format and number of channels. These programs are collected
in Appendix D.
1. Experimental Set-Up for the Horizontal Arrangement
A schematic sketch of the arrangement is provided in Figure
2.1 (after Benedict [Ref. 13]). The configuration is the same as the one
used by Joshi, et al. [Ref. 9] and Benedict [Ref. 13]. The distribution of
the components and the top view of the chamber are illustrated in
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 (both after Benedict [Ref. 13]).
This part of the thesis examines the effect of changing the
enclosure bottom surface boundary condition on the overall thermal
behavior of the system. A more detailed description of the experimen-



























2. Experimental Set-Up for the Vertical Arrangement
The chamber assembly, illustrated in Figure 2.4 was made of
19.05 mm plexiglass with dimensions of 241.13 mm length, 152.0 mm
height, and 120.65 mm width. As in the first arrangement, the cham-
ber was filled with FC-75, a dielectric fluid through tubing at the
bottom of the chamber.
In both experimental configurations, two heat exchangers,
one at the top and one at the bottom, were used (see Figure 2.1). The
design of the exchangers for the first configuration is described in
Joshi, et al. [Ref. 10]. In the second study, several modifications were
made to reduce the heat transfer from the outside environment to the
colder circulating water. The resulting design is seen in Figure 2.5.
The external walls of both top and bottom heat exchangers were made
of plexiglass. The walls acting as the top and bottom of the fluid-filled
enclosure were aluminum plates 3 mm thick, chosen to provide an
almost isothermal surface condition. Inlet and outlet headers were
provided for flow distribution. Three thermocouples, symmetrically
placed along the plate length, were used for the calculation of the
average surface temperatures. The heat exchangers could be accessed
easily to block one or more of the channels to reduce the coolant flow
rates.
A 3 by 3 array of discrete protrusions, vertically arranged (see
Figure 2.6), was mounted on a 19.05 mm thick plexiglass card. The
card was slid into the chamber and was kept in location by plexiglass




























































Figure 2.5 Heat Exchangers
(a) Cross-Sectional View; (b) Isometric View;









































The chamber design allowed the replacement of the card in a
simple way. The upper heat exchanger could be removed and the new
card could be easily installed. This permits the installation of different
card configurations (staggered, flush mounted, etc.) in the future
without much additional effort. By moving the card back or forth, the
chamber width could be changed. This was done in order to study the
effect of this parameter in the overall heat transfer.
The heated components in both studies were aluminum
blocks of 8 mm by 24 mm and 6 mm high (see Figure 2.7— after
Benedict [Ref. 13]). The dimensions and geometry simulate approxi-
mately a 20-pin dual-in-line-package. A nearly uniform heat flux con-
dition was maintained at the base of each block by attaching a foil-type
heater with a resistance of about 11 ohms. The foil heaters contained a
network of Iconel foil mounted on a Kapton backing and were
23.6 mm by 7.6 mm in dimension and were bonded to the base of each
aluminum block using a high thermal conductivity epoxy (Omega Bond
101).
Temperatures at the center of each fluid exposed component
face were determined using .127 mm diameter copper-constantan
thermocouples. Thermocouple locations on each heater are illustrated
in Figure 2.7.
All the thermocouples were connected to an HP-3497 auto-
matic data acquisition system controlled by an HP-9826 microcom-
















ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERSl
Figure 2.7 Heating Element and Thermocouple Location
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power supply. A simultaneous measurement of the overall voltage drop,
along with the voltage drop across each heater, allowed the computa-
tion of the power dissipation through individual heaters.
Flow visualization was carried out with a 4 mw Helium-Neon
laser for illumination. To produce a plane of light, a cylindrical lens
was used (see Figure 2.8— after Benedict [Ref. 13]). The laser sheet
illuminated magnesium particles (specific gravity of 1.74) that were
added to the FC-75 (specific gravity of 1.76 at 25° C). This technique
allowed for the visualization of a single two-dimensional plane of the
flow field. Time exposure photographs of the flow were obtained using
a Nikon F-3 camera with a 50 mm lens, a MD-4 motor drive, and a
MT-2 intervalometer.
18









III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
FOR HORIZONTAL ARRANGEMENT
A. FLOW PATTERNS
Flow visualization was carried out in six vertical planes, seen in
Figure 3.1 (after Benedict [Ref. 13], for the two different bottom
boundary conditions: 20° C and insulated. The three-dimensional
transport responses, across the range of power dissipation of 0. 1 W to
3.0 W, were inferred from these visualizations. In the following, a
detailed description of the observed flows is provided.
1. Flow Patterns for the Bottom Boundary at 20° C
The flow patterns observed at several power dissipation levels
from no dissipation to 3.0 W are collected in Figures 3.2 to 3.7. Visu-
alization with no power (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3) was to examine the
natural convection flow due only to the difference in temperature
between the two heat exchangers, and its possible influence on the
flow patterns, with the heaters turned on.
At no power, the flow consisted of a single clockwise cell that
occupied the entire chamber. This overall flow was established as a
result of the temperature differences between the enclosure walls.
The three-dimensionality of the flow was evident from visualizations in
the various planes.
At 0.1 W, the pattern observed at no power in Figures 3.2 and
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Figure 3.2 Visualization With No Power
in Planes 1 (a). 2 tb). and 3 (c)
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Figure 3.4 Visualization with 1.1 W
in Planes 1 (a), 2 (b), and 3 (c)
24
25
Figure 3.6 VisuaUzation with 3.0 W
in Planes 1 (a), 2 (b), and 3 (c)
26
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flow were seen. Joshi. et al. [Ref. 10] at the same power level reported
two very well defined large clockwise cells, one on each side of the
central component column. The present visualization showed that the
flow now was completely dominated by the relatively high temperature
of the bottom heat exchanger. The effects of the buoyancy forces due
to the power dissipation were small except in plane 1 (close to the
heaters), where there was a well defined upflow.
In plane 2, the particle traces showed a decrease in velocity.
Also, dark regions, as observed in Joshi, et al. [Ref. 10], were seen.
These were, however, thinner and not well defined. These nearly qui-
escent regions appear due to the stable stratification produced by the
bottom heat exchanger. Descending fluid from the top is unable to
penetrate the colder layer of fluid at the bottom. In plane 3, a down-
flow resulted due to an increase in the density of the colder fluid, in
contact with the upper heat exchanger, at 10° C.
At 1.1 W (see Figure 3.4), a well defined pattern could be
observed in planes 1 and 2. Along the central column of heaters, the
upflow was wider and stronger than near the adjacent columns. This
flow was the result of the interaction of an upflow along the central
column, a clockwise flow around the right column (heaters 1, 2, and
3), and a counterclockwise flow around the left column (heaters 7, 8,
and 9). In plane 3, a downflow of cold liquid was seen. In Figure 3.5,
flow patterns at 1.1 W in planes 4, 5, and 6 are illustrated. It is possi-
ble in these pictures to appreciate in a side view the strong upflow
adjacent to the components. The basic difference with the flow
28
pattern found in the study by Joshi, et al. [Ref. 10] at the same power
level is still that the inactive zone in the bottom of the chamber is not
well defined.
With further increase in the power level, the flow in plane 1
exhibited stronger upflow near the components. The buoyancy forces
generated by the power dissipation here were strong enough to
extend their influence to planes 2 and 3. At 3.0 W, a very thin, dark
layer was still obser\^ed at the bottom of the chamber (see Figure 3.6).
A view of the flow patterns in planes 4. 5, and 6 is illustrated in Figure
3.7. This figure shows a buoyant fluid layer adjacent to the compo-
nents. In the remaining chamber, the motion was completely random.
2. Flow Pattern With the Bottom Boundary Insulated
The flow pattern for this condition showed similar trends as
discussed in section A. 1. The induced flow due to the difference in
temperature between the two heat exchangers was not appreciable.
B. HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS
Heat transfer measurements were made at power levels of 0.1,
0.7, 1.1, 1.5, and 3.0 watts for the two bottom surface boundary condi-
tions. The temperature at the top heat exchanger was maintained
constant at 10° C in all experiments. Temperature and flux-based
Rayleigh numbers (Rat arid Raf) were calculated in a manner identical
to that discussed in Joshi, et al. [Ref. 101 and plotted versus Nusselt
number (Nul). These are defined in the Table of Symbols and
Abbreviations.
29
1. Heat Transfer Measurements With the Bottom Boundary
at 20° C
Component surface temperature measurements at various
power levels are collected in Tables 1 through 8 in Appendix C. The
nondimensional heat transfer parameters in the form of Nusselt versus
Rayleigh numbers are illustrated in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. In the same
plots, the correlations found by Joshi, et al. [Ref. 10] were also plotted.
We can see that having the bottom heat exchanger at 20° C
results in general in lower Nusselt numbers than those found by Joshi,
et al. [Ref. 10] in the range of Rayleigh numbers considered. At higher
power levels, when the temperature of the heaters was considerably
higher than the bulk temperature of the dielectric fluid, the difference
in Nusselt numbers is smaller than at lower power levels. The Nusselt
number at a flux-based Rayleigh number of 10^ found by Joshi, et al.
[Ref. 10] was 20.4, while the Nusselt number obtained here for the
same Rayleigh number was 19. At lower power levels 0.1 W and 0.7 W,
the differences in Nusselt number were greater, and the decrease in
the heat transfer coefficient was significant. The Nusselt number found
by Joshi, et al. [Ref. 10] was 10.5 at a flux-based Rayleigh number of
10^, while the Nusselt obtained with the present configuration was
2.9.
At power levels of 0.1 W and 0.7 W, a small increase in the
upper heaters' temperatures over the lower ones was observed. At
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The component that presented the largest variations from
the mean in the heat transfer coefficients was the upper component in
the central column (heater 6). This is evidenced as deviations from
the general trend of the obtained data. The variations (lower heat
transfer coefficient at low power levels, and higher heat transfer coef-
ficients at higher power levels) are expected because this component
receives the influence of the combined upflowing streams (produced
by the other heaters), as was observed and documented in the flow
\'1sualization results in Section A. 1. The effect is greater at higher
power levels when the component's temperature is substantially larger
than the bottom heat exchanger temperature.
2. Heat Transfer Measurements With the Bottom Boundary
Insulated
The results of the temperature measurements with the bot-
tom boundar>^ insulated and the reduced dimensionless parameters
are collected in Tables 9 through 16 in Appendix C. In Figures 3.10
and 3.11. flux and temperature Rayleigh numbers versus Nusselt num-
bers were plotted. Correlations found by Joshi, et al. [Ref. 10] were
also plotted for comparison. It was seen that having the bottom heat
exchanger insulated improved the cooling at low power levels (0.1 W
and 0.7 W) over that obtained with the bottom boundary maintained at
20° C. This result is expected because now the temperature of the
bottom boundary was 15° C at 0.1 W and 17° C at 0.7 W. At a power
level of 3.0 W, no cooling improvement was observed. The tempera-
ture for the bottom boundary at 3.0 W was 22° C.
33
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Comparisons with the correlation obtained by Joshi, et al.
[Ref. 10] show a decrease in the heat transfer coefficient when the
lower boundary was insulated. This was evidenced by the lower Nusselt
numbers at all power levels.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS FOR VERTICAL ARRANGEMENT
A. FLOW VISUALIZATION
The visualization for this experiment was tried for a chamber
uidth of 9 mm. As was expected, there was almost no flow in the nar-
row gap between components and the front wall. A boundary layer-like
behav-ior was obsen^ed on the vertical side faces of the components.
The photography process was complicated because the thickness of
the plane to be illuminated by the laser sheet for this chamber width
was only 3 mm.
B. HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS
Component surface temperature measurements were made for
chamber widths of 30 mm and 9 mm (see Figure 4.1). The power level
range was 0.1 W to 3.0 W. Temperatures of the top and bottom bound-
aries were maintained constant at 10° C. Plots of Nul versus Raf are
provided for comparisons with data obtained by Benedict [Ref. 13].
1. Heat Transfer Measurement for w = 30 mm
Tables 17 through 28 in Appendix C compile component
surface temperature and resulting nondimensional heat transfer data
for this gap size with increasing power levels. The mean values of the
component averaged temperatures over the nine heated components
were 13° C for 0.1 W and 47° C for 3.0 W. In the range 0.1 W to 1.1 W,
the lowest Tavg levels were on the bottom-row components
37
rw = 9 mm W= 30mm t
Figure 4. 1 Side View Showing the Chamber Widths
Used in the Experiment
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(components 1. 4. and 7). The observed tendency was that tempera-
tures on specific locations on the components in the top row were
higher than those in the same location on the components in lower
rows. As was pointed out by Liu, et al. [Ref. 1 1], the possible reason for
this might be that components in the top row are in contact with
warmer liquid, and the upper-row components are located in the
heated wake regions of the lower rows. Additionally, the stratified fluid
away from the components, which feeds fluid toward the component
rows, is also at higher temperature for the upper rows.
Analyzing individual components in the middle and lower
rows, for all power levels, the minimum measured temperatures were
on the bottom surfaces. This trend is also supported by Liu, et al.
[Ref. 9]. On the top row components, the lowest temperatures were on
either one of the vertical side faces. Maximum temperatures were
found generally on the component surface facing the front chamber
wall. Liu, et al. [Ref. 11] obtained numerically maximum temperatures
in the surfaces facing upward and attributed this to the fact that the
heated flow coming off the vertical surfaces reduced the heat transfer
coefficient at the component top surface. At higher power levels,
oscillations in temperature changed the locations of the maximum and
minimum instantaneous values, but the general tendencies found ear-
lier were still noticed.
In Figure 4.2, a plot of Nul versus Raf is seen. Data obtained
from Benedict [Ref. 13] is also plotted. A linear least squares fit to the



















Nul = 0.28 Raf in the range 3 * 108 < Raf < IQiO
and 15 < Pr < 30.2 (4.1)
and the one obtained with the data from Benedict [Ref. 13] was:
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Nul = 0.28 Raf' in the range 10"^ < Raf < 2 * 10^
and 15 < Pr < 30.2 (4.2)
Comparisons between Equations 4.1 and 4.2 indicate that Nu
appears not to depend on the orientation of the components in the
range of Raf and Pr considered. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2
2. Heat Transfer Measurement for w = 9 mm
In Tables 29 through 40 in Appendix C, component tempera-
tures and resulting nondimensional heat transfer data are compiled.
Decreasing the chamber width from 30 mm to 9 mm produced some
increase in the average temperature of the components Tavg- This
beha\aor was expected considering that now the surface of both top
and bottom heat exchangers has been reduced to 30 percent of its
former value. The mean value of the component averaged tempera-
tures over the nine heaters for a power of 0.1 W was 14.5° C, 1.5° C
higher than the average temperature obtained with 30 mm width. For
a dissipation level of 3.0 W, the mean value of the components' aver-
aged temperature over the nine heaters was 51° C, 4.0° C higher than
the average observed for the 30 mm width. The Tavg value increased
from the bottom to the top row, as was also found for w = 30 mm.
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Analyzing individual components on t±ie bottom row (components 1, 4,
and 7), minimum temperatures were found on the bottom surfaces.
Plots of Nul versus Raf are illustrated in Figure 4.3. The cor-
relation obtained for this chamber width was:
Nul = 0.073 Ra?'^^ in the range 3 * lO^ < Raf < lOlO
and 15 < Pr < 30.2 (4.3)
This correlation indicates the expected decrease in Nul for
the same Raf, when compared with Equation 4.1 for w = 30 mm.
C. TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS IN STEADY STATE
Oscillations in component surface temperatures following
achievement of nominally steady conditions were measured in the dis-
sipation range of 0.1 W to 3.0 W. Three thermocouples were scanned
at a rate of approximately three times per second for a period of 200
seconds. Plots of surface temperature variations were made in order to
display the long-time temperature fluctuations and compare with
results of Liu, et al. [Ref. 11] and Benedict [Ref. 13]. Figure 4.4 is a ver-
tical arrangement diagram which portrays the location of the scanned
thermocouples.
1. Surface Temperature Fluctuations for a w = 30 mm
Temperature oscillations for this chamber width are illus-
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Figure 4.5 Temperature Fluctuations for
Thermocouple No. at Different Power Levels
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Figure 4.6 Temperature Fluctuations for
Thermocouple No. 12 at Different Power Levels
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Figure 4.7 Temperature Fluctuations for
Thermocouple No. 31 at Different Power Levels
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levels considered, there were no temperature fluctuations on the
components in the lower row. Benedict [Ref. 13] documented with
heat transfer measurement and flow visualizations that the stagnant
fluid layer above the bottom heat exchanger prevented the penetration
of warmer fluid, resulting in conduction-dominated transport for the
bottom row of components.
At 0.1 W, a spread in temperature of less than 0.5° C was
observed between the six thermocouples that were scanned. Increas-
ing the power level to 0.7 W, oscillation amplitudes with a mean of
0.7° C were observed in component 6. At 1.1 W, the amplitude
increased to 0.8° C. Benedict IRef. 13] found that a component at the
same relative location and power level in a horizontal arrangement had
almost no oscillations. At 2.5 W, oscillations of about 1.6° C were found.
At 3.0 W, oscillations rose to almost 1.7° C at the same location. Bene-
dict [Ref. 13] found at 3.1 W for the equivalent thermocouple an
amplitude of 0.85° C.
2. Surface Temperature Fluctuations for w = 9 mm
Plots of temperature oscillations are illustrated in Figures 4.8
through 4.10. At 0.1 W, no fluctuations were found in any of the ther-
mocouples scanned. At 0.4 W, fluctuations of 0.3° C were observed in
the top row components. No fluctuations were observed in the middle
and bottom row components.
Increasing the power dissipation level to 0.7 W, no fluctua-
tions were observed in either the middle or the bottom rows, but
48
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Figure 4.8 Temperature Fluctuations for
Thermocouple No. at Different Power Levels
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Figure 4.9 Temperature Fluctuations for
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Figure 4.10 Temperature Fluctuations for
Thermocouple No. 31 at Different Power Levels
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fluctuations of 0.7° C were observed in the top row. At 1.1 W, fluctua-
tions in the top-row components were about 0.9° C. No fluctuations
were observed at the middle and bottom rows. At 1.5 W, fluctuations of
0.2° C appeared in the components in the middle row and reached
values of 1.1° C in the top-row components. At 3.0 W, the highest
power level utilized in the experiments, fluctuation amplitudes on the
top-row components were recorded at 2.0° C. It is interesting to note
that no significant increase in the amplitude of the fluctuations was
observed when the chamber width was changed from 30 mm to 9 mm.
Liu, et al. [Ref. 11] calculated temperature oscillations peak to valley of
8° C for the 9 mm chamber width. They attributed the increase in the
oscillation amplitude to the fact that now the flow is highly confined.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS
The design of the present chamber can be improved in many ways
to give more versatiHty in the following experiments. The rec-
ommended changes that can be made to software and hardware
include:
• Placement of the blocks can be done by screwing or attaching
them to the board in a different way to the one used until now,
which is bonding the chips to the board with glue. This would
allow the experimenter to change a defective heater or change
the orientation of the chips for a different set of experiments,
using the same board and the same equipment set-up.
• To avoid the flow of dielectric liquid to the back of the chamber
through the gaps between the board and the chamber walls that
can alter the heat transfer results or the flow visualization, a small
diameter O-ring can be used. A groove should be engraved in the
board to allow the O-ring installation.
• Temperature measurements within the fluid and on the board
surfaces should also be performed.
• a Fast. Fourier Transform algorithm should be developed to per-
form frequency analysis on the surface temperature fluctuations
data. In addition, improvements in the plotting programs can be
made.
• With the present set-up. different combinations of heaters could
be powered, row-wise or column-wise or staggered, instead of the
entire array. This variation might help better to explain the heat




A. CONVERSION OF THERMOCOUPLE VOLTAGES TO
TEMPERATURES
(Channels to 60 and 71 to 76, in the data acquisition system)
T = Dl + D2 * Emf + D3 * Emf2 + D4 * Emf3 + D5 * Emf4
+ D6 * Emf5+ D7 * Emf^ + D8 * EmF
where Dl to D9 are the calibration coefficients of the Omega thermo-
couples and are: 0.10086091, 25727.9, -767345.8, 7802-5596,
-9247486589, 6.98E11, -2.66E13, and 3.94E14.
Calculating the temperature found in the thermocouple connected
to channel at 1.1 W gives:
Emf = 0.995E-3 V
T = 24.48° C
B. CALCULATION OF HEATER POWER
Channels 61 to 70 in the data acquisition system are used to mea-
sure the supply voltage (61) and voltage to the heaters.
Power = Emf * (Volt - Emf)/Rp
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Calculating the power dissipated by the heater #3:
Power = 3.408 * (4.085 - 3.408)/2.07
Power = 1.114 W
C. CALCULATION OF THE DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS
1. Calculation of the Block Faces Areas
Dimensions of the aluminum blocks are: length 24 mm, width
8 mm, and thickness 6 mm.
Acen = 24 mm * 8 mm = 192 mm2 = 1.92E-4 m2
Aief = 24 mm * 6 mm = 144 mm^ = 1.44E-4 m^
Arig = 24 mm * 6 mm =144 mm^ = l,44E-4 m2
Atop = 6 mm * 8 mm = 48 mm^ = 4.8E-5 m^
Abot = 6 mm * 8 mm = 48 mm^ = 4.8E-5 m2
Atot = lA = 576 mm2 = 5.76E-4 m2
Tavg = I(T(I) * A(I))/Atot
Calculating for component 3 at 1.1 W:
Tavg = (27.67 * 1.92E-4 + 25.73 * 4.8E-5 + 26.08
* 1.44E-4 + 26.69 * 4.8E5) /5.76E-4
Tavg = 26.63° C
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2. Calculation of the Temperatures at the Back of the
Components
Due to problems in the placement of the thermocouples that
measure the temperature at the heaters, these temperatures were
calculated with a calibration curve for w = 30 mm from data obtained
in Benedict [Ref. 13]. This calibration cannot be applied to the case
where the width of the chamber is very small. In such a case, when
w = 9 mm, a one-dimensional conduction analysis was applied to find
the back temperature.
The best fit for the calibration points was:
T(K) = 14.003957 * Power + 14.517501
So, for 1.1 W,
T = 29.92° C
3. To Calculate the Conduction Losses Through the Circuit
Card
Qloss = AT/Rc = 1/N Z(T(I) - Tb(J))/Rc
Re = L/kA
Re = 19.5E-3/(0.195 * 8E-3 * 24E-3) = 520.83 K/W
L = 19.5E-3 m
k = 0.195 W/m.K (plexiglass conductivity [Ref. 14])
A = (24E-3 * 8E-3) m2 = 1.92E-4 m2
Qloss = (29.92 - 17.31)7520.83
= 0.024W
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4. To Find the Average Sink Temperature
Channels 58. 59, and 60 in the bottom heat exchanger and
channels 61. 72. and 73 in the top heat exchanger.
Tsink = 1/N (ITtc + ITbc)
Tsink = (10.05 + 10.1 + 10.02 + 10.11 + 10.12 + 10.13)/6
Tsink = 10.08° C
To find the net power dissipated by the heater, Qnet*
Qnet = Power - Qioss
For 1.1 W and component 3:
Qnet = (1.1 -0.024) W
= 1.076 W
To find the convection coefficient h (from Newton's law of cooling):
Qnet = h * Atot * AT
AT = Tavg - Tsink
AT = (26.63 - 10.08)° C
T = 16.55° C
h = Qnet /(Atot * AT)
5. For 1.1 W and Component 3
h = 1.09 /(16.55 * 5.76E-4)
h = 114.342 W/m2 K
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6. To Calculate the Thermal Conductivity of the FC-75
k = (0.65 - 7.8947E-4 * Tfiim)/10
where Tfiim = (Tavg + Tsink)/2.
At 1.1 Wand chip 3:
Tfiim = (26.63 + 10.08)° C/2
Tfiim = 18.35° C
k = 0.0645 W/m K
7. To Calculate the Vertical Length Based Nusselt Number,
Nul
Nul =h * Ll/k
Nul = 114.342 * 24E-3/0.0645
Nul = 42.54
8. To Calculate the Ratio Area/Perimeter Based Nusselt
Number, Nu2
L2 = I(A(i)/P(i))
L2 = (24 * 8)/64 + (2*8* 6)/(2 * 14) + (2 * 24 * 6)/(2 * 60)
L2 = 11.229E-3 m
L2 = 19.905
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9. To Calculate the Density of the FC-75, p (Kg/m3)
p = (1.825 - 0.00246 * Tfum) * 1000
p = 1779.86 Kg/m3
10. To Calculate the FC-75 Specinc Heat, Cp (J/Kg K)
Cp = (.241111 + 3.7037E-4 * Tfnm) * 4180
Cp = 1036.25 J/Kg K
11. To Calculate the FC-75 Viscosity. v(m2/s)
V = (1.4074 - 2.964E-2 * TfUm + 3.8018E-4
* Tfiim^ - 2.7308E-6 * TfUm^ + 8.1679E-9 * Tfiim4)E-6
V = .97557E-6 m2/s
12. To Find the FC-75 Thermal Expansion Coefficient. p(K-i)
(3 = 0.00246/(1.825 - 0.00246 * Tfnm)
For 1.1 W and component 3:
(3 = 1.382E-3 K-i
13. To Calculate the FC-75 Thermal Diffusivity a(m2/s)
a = k /p * Cp
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For 1.1 W and component 3:
a = 3.497E-8 m2/s
14. To Calculate the Grashof Number
Gr = g * p * 13 * AT/v2
For 1 . 1 W and component 3:
Gr - 3255734.402
15. To Calculate the Prandtl Number
Pr = v/a
Pr = 27.89
16. To Find the Temperature Based Rayleigh Number
Ra = Gr * Pr
For 1.1 W and component 3:
Ra = 9.08E7
17. To Calculate the Flux Based Rayleigh Number





The uncertainty analysis was done using the method of Kline and
McClintock, presented in Holman [Ref. 15]. The calculations will be
done for the end values 0.1 W and 3.0 W, for a chamber width of
30 mm.
A. UNCERTAINTIES IN THE NET POWER ADDED TO THE FLUID
Qnet = Power - Qioss
Power = emf(I) * (\^olt - emf(I))/Rp
Power = f(emf(I). Volt. Rp)










Wemf = 0.001 V
(by Resolution in the reading and precision of measuring devices)
Wvolt = 0.001 V
(by Resolution in the reading and precision of measuring devices)
Wrp = 0.05 Q.
(including the added resistances)
For 0.1 W and chip 3:
emf(l) = 1.022 V
Volt = 1.225 V
Rp = 2.06 Q.












Power 0. 1 W
Q =—» loss J^c
where AT is the difference in temperature between the back surface of
the chip and the back of the board.






aAT Re aRc Rc^
For 0.1 \V and component 3:
^Q.oss 1
aAT 520.83 KAV 0.00192
^^^ (520.83)'
^Q.s.=[[^)^.r-[^]^^
Wat = 10% = 0.012° C
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Wrc = 10% = 52.083 K/W
^Qioss =L(0.00193' •0.0li+(-4.424x 10"0 (52.083)'
2
^Qioss =^5.352 X 10"'°) =3.258E-5
^^^^^=0.14=14%'
^loss
^Qnci =1(0.00252)' + (3.258 X 10"') J
WQnet = ±0.025 W
^Qnet
= ±2.5%
iThe uncertainties in the losses are relatively big, but they do not
have a large effect on the final undertaking.
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For 3.0 W and component 3:













Wpower = 0.74 W
W^,_ ^




WQioss =L(0.00193 (2.168) +(-7.992E-5) (52.083),
WQioss = 0.059 W
Q,c
= 14.14%
WQnet = [( Wp_, )' + (WQ ,„^^ )']
WQnet = [(0.074)'' + (0. 0059)
^J
WQnet = ±0.0742 W
= ±2.5%
^nct
B. UNCERTAINTY IN RAYLEIGH AND NUSSELT NUMBERS
Starting with:
Qnet = hAtot (Tavg - Tsink)
''^a,„,(tJ-t„„,)
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for 0.1 W and component 3:
Ajot =5.76x 10 m (for all components)
ah 1
^Qne. (5.76 X 10"')(3.02)
ah OA
^




^=-7 '-^. , = -19.035
^^^ (5.76x 10 )(3.02)
{[^h-i^K^i^H
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WQnet = ±0.0025 W
Wl = ±10-5 m
^^=[(io-)%(io-fI = iW, LUO ;+U0 ; | 1.41E-5m2
Wat = ±1% = 0.03° C
W, =[(574.87) (0.0025) +(99804) •(1.41E-5) +(19.035)
W, =(2.065 + 0.0 19+.3260)
•(0.03)']
: ±2.09 W/m2 K
^- 2.09
_+ 3^640/0h 57.487
For 3.0 W and component 3:
ah 1
59 net (5.76 X 10"')(38.38)
: 45.52
dh
(5.76 X 10"') (38.38)
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-^^= 3,0
"^-^^ (5.76 X 10 )(38.38)
W^ =[(45.52)' • (0.0742)' + (235597.8)' • (1.41E -5)' + (3.54)' • (.38)']
Wh = ±4.92 w/m2 K
h =T35?7=3-^2°/°

















Since the thermal properties of the FC-75 (dielectric liquid) are
values that depend on film temperatures, it is considered that there
are no uncertainties in these values.
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K = (0. 65- 7.89474E -4 T^^^^ )/10
T +Tavg -^ sin k
For 0.1 W and component 3:
K = 0.064 WmK
Tfiirn = 11.51° C
aNu 24x10 m

















Tfiim = 29.2° C
aNu 24xl0-m „ ^„„
ah " 0.0627 -^-^^^
5L 24x10"'
UA'u =[(0.382)^ (4.92)% (5654. lef • (lO"')
V^'Ku = ±l.i
Nu 5L94








For 0.1 W and component 3:














WGr,= (2.94E13) (S.SE-IO) +(9.76E7) (0.0025)
.4-(1.69E10)' • (4.8 E-7)'









For 3.0 W and component 3:
B = 0.014 K-l
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WGr^ = L(l 7. 6E1 5) (5.5 E-IO) + (19.5E7) (0.0742) +(1.0E12) •(4.8E-7).









TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 0.1 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY AT 20° C
RESULTS HRE STORED IN FILE: 0802 MS5
HMBIENT TEMP : Z^.3 C
VOLTHETER READING : 1.02B V
HEAT EXCHANGER TEMP.: 10-20 C
aIl TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES CELCIUS
CENTER TOP RIGHT LEFT BOTTOM
CHIP N02: I7./I0E + 00 17.44E + 00 I7.47E + 00 17.41E + 00 17.^7E + 00
POWE^J^WATTS): 10.00E-02
51E+00 17.S8E+00
AVERAGE HEAT EXCHANGERS TEMPERATURES:
BACK PLANE TEMPERATURES ARE
T(55): 7 P1E+U0
TC^S) : 8 09E+00
T(57): 7 S4E+00
T(72): 8 33E+00
T(73): 8 A3E + IJ0
T( 7'a) : 8 91E+00
T(75): 8 07E+00
T(76): 8 40E+00
T(77) : 8 29E+00
BACi:
18.04E H30










TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 0.7 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY AT 20° C
RESULTS rtRE STORED IN FILE: 08021717
AMBIENT TEMP : 2^ . ^ C
^yOLTHETER READING : 3.2 IS V
HEAT EXCHANGER TEMP.: 10-20 C
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES CELCIUS










AVERAGE HEAT EXCHANGERS TEMPERATURES:
BOTTOM: 10.0
TOP: 20.0












TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 1.5 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY AT 20° C
RESULTS f\R£ STORED IH FILE: 08030205
ttliPIENT TEMP : 24.4 C
VOLTMETER READING : 4.7082 V
HEAT EXCHHNGER TEMP.: 10-20 C
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES CELCIUS
CENTER TOP RIGHT LEFT
AVERAGE HEAT EXCHAriGERS TEMPERATURES:


















CHIP NOS: 32.56E+00 30.25E+00 30.60E+00 30.44E+00 31.30E+00
POWER (WATTS): 15.04E-01
f
"P N07: 33.79E+no 32.54E-no 31.83E+00 31.29E*00 31.97E+00
POWER (WATTS): 15.21E-01
CHIP NOS: 32.4f,E + 00 3I.B4E*U0 3I.72E + 00 31.46E + 00 31.25E + 00 43.nE + 00
POWER (WATTS): 15.2BE-01




TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 3.0 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY AT 20° C
RESULTS HIRE STORED III FILE: 00041 70S
fttlBIEMT TEliP : 24.5 C
VOLTMETER READING : 6.601 V
HEAT EXCHANGER TEMP.: 10-20 C
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES CELCIUS
CENTER TOP RIGHT LEFT BOTTOM
CHIPN01: 49.47E + 00 4S.6SE + 00 46.44E^-00 46.13E + 00 4S.76E + 00
POWER (WATTS)
CHIP N02: 48.99E+00 45.37E+00 46.33E+00 44.51E+00 46.02E+00
POWER (WATTS)
CHIP N04: 49.S9E+00 46.17E+00 46.77E+00 42.62E+00 46.97E+00
POWER (WATTS) ' ^^
CHIP N05: 48.69E+00 43.92E+00 45.19E+00 44.75E+00 46.43E+00
POWER (WATTS)
CHIP N06: 37.80E+00 48.64E+00 4S.04E+00 4S.78E+00 47.8SE+00
POWER (WATTS)
'IP N07: 5I.18E+00 48.27E+0n 47.48E+00 46.SIE+00 47.28E+00
POWER (WATTS) "' ' " "
CHIP N08: 48.09E+00 47.05E+00 47.09E+00 46.58E+00 4S.9SF+00
POWER (WATTS) "' ~ ' '
CHIP N09: 44.97E + 00 4S.78E + 00 '3S.B7E + 00 45.IIE + 00 44.78E + 00
POWER (WATTS)
BACK
56 26E + 00
56 02E + 00
51 20E + 00
SA 89E + 00





AVERAGE HEAT EXCHANGERS TEMPERATURES:
BOTTOM: 10.98E+00
TOP: 20.08E+00












REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 0.1 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY AT 20° C
THE RAN Einf Df^TA '^PE FROM THE FILE: Q302I^lE.S
THE FONER SETTING PER CHIP NftS: O.I U
' OrtETtW) Tavg-Ts Nu XUNC IN Nu
99.33E-03 7^.63E-01 29.10E-01 n.^2E-01
lEMPER.ATiJRE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-7 IS: 139.72E-03
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :13^.1bE-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: -^OS-SSEO^
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 4S8.S'^E-05
99.8^E-03 74.)5E-0I 23.26E-0t 13.S0E-01
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 138.7^E-03
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :13S.03E-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-8 IS: 40E..97E-04
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 458.97E-U5
99.S^E-03 71.S9E-ni 30.2'!iE-01 13.99E-01
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER < E-7 IS: 133.S7E-U3
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :133.86E-02
FLU/ t.ASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-8 IS: 403.97E-04
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: -^iSS-BSE-OS
98.64E-03 7n.22E-01 30.S2E-0I M.2GE-0I
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 130.83E-03
y. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :M2.58E-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 399.28E-04
y. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 46^.S2E-05
99.0^c-03 75.15E-01 28.6^E-01 13.32E-01
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER " E-7 IS: Hn.78E-n3
•/ UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :133.23E-0Z
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-8 IS: 't03.22E-04
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: ^62.64E-0S
93.92F-03 91.ClE-0t 23.49E-01 I0.93E-01
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-7 IS: 174.75E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER l' ;in9.29E-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-8 IS: ^10.50E-04
V. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: ^63.23E-0S
10.02E-02 75.8SE-01 28.72E-01 13t20E-01
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-7 IS: M2.13E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :132.01E-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 408.^0E-n4
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 4S7.14E-0E.
I0.05E-02 75.98E-01 28.75E-01 I3.13E-0I
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 1A2.45E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :l3t.78E-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: AOS.SSE-O^
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 455.B3E-05
99.72E-03 73.00E-01 29.G8E-01 13.72E-01
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 13G.42E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :137.15E-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-8 IS: ^tO^.S^E-^A
V. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: ^53.52E-05
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TABLE 6
REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 0.7 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY AT 20° C
TME RAW Emf DATH ARE FR0I1 THE FILE: 08021717
THE PONER SETTING PER CHIP WAS: 0.7 WATTS
" QNET(W) Tawg-Ts tlu /'.UMC IIJ Nu
70.20E-02 1^.2^E+no 10.76E+00 70.34E-02
TEHPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER > E-7 IS: 287.08E-03
v. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :703.0'^E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH fJUMBER * E-8 IS: 308.85E-03
•/ UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 231.S9E-0^
70.16E-02 l^.08E+no 10.88E+00 7I.ieE-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^^ E-7 IS: 283.28E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :71l.21E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 308.10E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 231.71E-04
70.03E-02 13.66E+no 11.18E+00 73.32E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-7 IS: 273.G9E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :732.84E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 306.03E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 232.17E-0A
69.32E-02 I3.10E + 00 H.S^E + OO 7G.47E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 260.80E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :7G'^.36E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-8 IS: 301.00E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 234.54E-04
69.61E-02 13.71E + 00 n.08E + 00 73.06E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 274.81E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :730.23E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 30^.37E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 233.57E-0^
69.'49E-02 l4.67E + 0n 10.3'^E + OO 68.30E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-7 IS: 297.n3E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :682.83E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 3n7.22E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 233 . 95E-0''-l
70.42E-02 14.32E+nn 10.73E+00 69.95E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 288.95E-03
V. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :699.10E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 310.07E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 230.88E-0^
70.G3E-02 M.06E+00 10.96E+0n 71.25E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 282.84E-03
7 UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :7I2.17E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 310.07E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 230.19E-04
70.07E-02 13.67E+0n 11.18E+00 73.27E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER • E-7 IS: 273.90E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :732.3^E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-8 IS: 3nG.28E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 232.01E-0^
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TABLE 7
REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 1.5 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY AT 20° C
THE RftW Enf DHTA ARE FROM THE FILE: 08030205
THE POWER SETTING PER CHIP WflS: 1.& WATTS
QNET(W) Tavg-Ts Nu XUMC ItJ Nu
15.00E-01 22.08E+00 1^.90E+00 45.39E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 484.8BE-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :453.37E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 722.22E-03
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 225.19E-0^
I4.99E-ni 21.73E+0n 15.13E+00 46.13E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-7 15: '!i75.36E-03
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :^60.71E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 719.nE-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 225.28E-04
1^.9SE-ni 20.92E+00 15.68E+00 47.92E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-7 IS: 453.G0E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :^73.G8E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-8 IS: 7n.25E-03
/: UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 225.71E-0/^
I4.81E-01 21.04E+00 15.43E+00 47.63E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER "^ E-7 IS: ^57.00E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :475.76E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-R IS: 705.05E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 228.02E-04
1^.87E-01 21.15E*00 15.42E+00 ^7.39E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: ^59.81E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :^73.39E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 708.81E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 227.07E-0^
14.84E-01 17.77E+0n I8.26E+00 56.38E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-7 IS: 372.79E-03
7. UMCERTAIfHY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :5G3.37E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER *^ E-8 IS: B80.72E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 227.65E-04
15.04E-01 22.33E+00 1^.78E+00 ^^.30E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 49t.49E-a3
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :'^^8.39E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * £-8 IS: 726.23E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 22^.56E-0^
15.09E-01 2t.7GR+00 15.20E+00 ^6.06E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-7 IS: ^7G.17E-03
7 UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :^60.08E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-8 IS: 723.92E-03
V. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 223.8GE-04
M.97E-01 21.07E+0n 15.58E+00 47.53E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER •» E-7 IS: 457.G3E-03
7 UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :^75.23E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 712.32E-03
7 UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 225.B9E-0^
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TABLE 8
REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 3.0 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY AT 20° C
THE RAW Enf DATA APE FROM THE FILE: 08041709
THE POUER SETTING PER CHIP WAS: 3.0 WATTS
' ONET(W) Tavg-Ts Nu V.UHC IH Nu
29.A2E-01 3S.28E+00 17.97E+00 27.67E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 936.63E-03
'I. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :276.00E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: t68.28E-02
•/ UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 194.&0E-0^
29.41E-01 35.68E+00 18.25E+00 28.13E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-7 IS: 915.9/-)E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :230.60E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-8 IS: 167.20E-02
'A UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: I94.65E-04
29.36E-01 33.82E+00 19.20E+00 29.B7E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER -^ E-7 IS: 8S2.28E-03
y. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :296.0SE-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 163.66E-02
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 195.00E-0^
29.06E-01 35.66E + 00 18.05E + 00 28.ME-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-7 IS: 915.27E-03
/: UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :280.75E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 1GS.19E-02
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 19G.99E-04
29.19E-01 35.27E+00 18.32E+00 28.46E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 901.R2E-03
1 UtJCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :283.89E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 165.19E-02
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 196.17E-0^
29.08E-0I 32.37E+00 I9.95E+00 30.99E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 80'^.05E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :309.31E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 159.62E-02
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 196.89E-04
29.50E-01 37.54E + 00 17.42E + 00 26.7/JE-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ' E-7 IS: 981.44E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER*IS :26G.G9E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 170.99E-02
7 UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 194.07E-0^
29.59E-01 36.23E+00 18.09E+00 27.7IE-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-7 IS: 934.88E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :276.38E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-8 IS: 169.1SE-02
7 UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 193.51E-04
29.37E-01 34.23E+00 18.98E+00 29.32E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 866.10E-03
7 UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :292.51E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: I64./42E-02
7 UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 194.9SE-0^
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TABLE 9
TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT P0\\T:R 0.1 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY INSULATED
rtMBIENT TEHF WfiS: 23.0 C
VOLTMETER READING HAS: 1.2134 V
BATH TEMP HAS: 10 C-IUSUL
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES CELCIUS
CENTER TOP RIGHT LEFT BOTTOM BACt--
16.36E+00
5.S7E+00 1S.95E + 00 \S.^AE*<)0
16.ME + 00





CHIP H09: 15.5bE*00 1S.49E*00 15.52l+00 1S.59E+00 15.64E+00 1G.I5E+00
POHER (HATTS): 10.05E-02
















TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 0.7 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY INSULATED
THESE RESULTS ARE STORF.D IN FILE: 082222S7
AMBIENT TEHP NAS : 21.7
VOLTMETER READING NAS: 2.Z2 V
BATH TEliP NAS: 10 C-INS
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES CELCIUS
CENTER TOP RIGHT LEFT BOTTOM BACK
CHIPN01: 23.67r + 00 22.36E + 00 22.8AE + no 22.84E + 00 22,85E + 00 25.39E + fJ0
POWER (WATTS): 70.88E-02
CHIP N02: 23.52E+00 22.S7E+00 22.7GE+00 22.30E+00 22.68E+00 25.39E+00
POWER (WATTS): 70.83E-02
CHIP N03: 22.90FH30 22.62E+00 22.51E+00 22.A7E^00 22.24E+00 2^.00E+nO
POWER (WATTS): 70.63E-02
CHIP N04: 23.^6E + 00 22.91E-00 Z2.73E + 00 22.t7E + 00 22.67E + rjO 2^.7SE + 00
POWER (WATTS): 63.99E-02
CHIP NOS: 23.20EHH) 22.20E + 00 22.27E + 00 22.ME + 00 22.60E + 00 2^.2IE + 00
POWER (WATTS): 70.28E-02
CHIP N06: 26.2GE+00 22.78E+00 22.23E+00 22.30E+0n 18.88E+00 26.38E+00
POWER (WATTS): 70.1BE-02
r *P N07: 23.3SE+00 23.1SE+00 22.80E+00 22.60E+00 22.93E+00 25.70E+00
POWER (WATTS) : 71 .09E-02
CHIP NOS: 23.I7E + U0 22. 87E + 0n 22.85E^iJ0 22.7CE + 0a 22.60E + 00 26.66E + no
POWER (WATTS): 71.30E-02
CHIP N09: 22.70E + 00 22.^8E + 0f) 22.'^3E + 00 22.26E + 00 22.24E + 00 2S.53E + 00
POWER (WATTS): 70,72E-02




BACK PLANE TEMPERATURES ARE :
T(5S): 19.3'^E + OO
T(56): 19.81E+00









TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 1.1 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY INSULATED
THESE RESULTS f^RE STORED IN FILE: 08231010
AHBIENT TEliP WAS: 21 .''^3 C
VOLTHETER READING WAS: "4.00 V
BATH TEMP WAS: 10 C-INS
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE III DEGREES CELCIUS










HEAT EXCHANGERS TEMPERATURES: RIGHT LEFT
BOTTOM: 18.'!)3E + 00 18.^3E + 00
TOP: 10.21E+00 97.25E-01 ^












TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 3.0 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY INSULATED
THESE RESULTS ARE STORED IN FILE: 08231310
AMBIENT TEMP WAS: 23 C
VOLTMETER READING WAS: 4.00 V
BATH TEMP WAS: 10 C-INS
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE IN DEGREES CELCIUS
CENTER TOP RIGHT LEFT BOTTOM
8.65E+00 S0.06E+00
.71E+00 48.29E+00 49.81E+00
CHIP NOR: 5S.76E + 00 5i.99E + 00 48.65E + 00 ^9.ME + 00 50.78E + 00
POWER (WATTS): 29.78E-01
CHIP N09: 50.77E + 00 50.34E + 00 49.9!E + 00 '^g.^OE + OO 49.50E + 00
POWER (WATTS): 30.06E-01
HEAT E:(CHANGERS TEMPERATURES: RIGHT LEFT
BOTTOM: 21.94E+0D 21.96E+00
TOP: n.02E + 00 98.81E-0!
T






















REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 0.1 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY INSULATED
THE Rf1W Emt ['fiTH ARE ^R0f1 THE FILE: 0;?221:'E.5
THE POUER SETTIfJG PER CHIP WrtS: 0.1 NflTTS
CHIP QMET(W) Tavg-Ts Nu /.UNC III flu
1 10.0SE-02 S9.19E-01 36.91E-01 1B.93E-01
TEMPERttTURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 108.G9E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :169.28E-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 4ni.l4E-04
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 394.13E-05
2 !0.05E-02 60.09E-01 36.31E-01 16.67E-01
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: nO.^6E-03
'/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :166.74E-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER « E-8 IS: ^01.11E-0^
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 394.58E-i}5
3 10.03E-02 53.46E-01 37.2^E-01 17.ME-01
TEMPERATURE BASED PAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-7 IS: t07,28E-03
/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :171.38E-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER "^ E-8 IS: 399.54E-0'^
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 395.3SE-0S
4 99.33E-03 S3.nE-01 37.ME-01 17.2AE-01
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 106.58E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :172.43E-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 395.51E-04
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 399.24E-05
5 93.73E-03 58.84E-ni 38.79E-01 17.03E-01
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 108.02E-n3
V. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :170.27E-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER -^ E-8 IS: 397.44E-04
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 397.6SE-0S
6 99.S8E-03 G3.0SE-0t 3'!|.29E-0I tS.89E-0l
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: ne.29E-03
/ UfJCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :lS8.90E-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 398.81E-0^
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 398.2'^E-05
7 10.09E-02 B8.34E-ni 37.S6E-01 17.17E-01
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: in7.0'^E-I)3
7, UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :171.73E-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: ^02.00E-04
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 392.90E-05
8 10.12E-02 59.41E-n! 36,98E-01 1G.87E-0!
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 109.12E-03
V. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :IG8.6GE-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-8 IS: 4n3.56E-04
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 39I.87E-05
9 10.04E-02 5G.68E-01 38.43E-01 17.68E-01
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: I03.80E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :176.77E-02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-8 IS: 398.9SE-04
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 39S. HE-OS
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TABLE 14
REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 0.7 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY INSULATED
THE RAW Enf DhTA ARE FROli THE FILE: G3222257
THE PONER SETTING PER CHIP WAS: 0.7 NATTS
' ONET(W) Tavg-Ts Hu '/.UHC IN Nu
70.13E-02 13.10E + nn n.57E + 00 7G.47E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-7 IS: 26I.03E-03
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :764.35E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-B IS: 304.66E-03
v. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 234.56E-0A
70.07E-02 12.85E+00 11 .89E+00 77. 95E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 255.36E-03
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :779.20E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-B IS: 303.5^E-03
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 234.75E-04
G9.9^E-02 12.59E + 00 12.nE + 00 79.S7E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-7 IS: 249.^7E-03
•/ UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :795.3^E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-8 IS: 302.0'iE-03
'/. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 235.21E-0A
69.24E-02 I2.82E + 00 n.78E + 00 78.IGE-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-7 IS: 25'^.59E-03
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :781.28E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 239.83E-03
'/. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 237.56E-0-^
69.53E-02 12.SAE + rjO 12.08E + 00 79.88E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 248.3BE-03
v. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :79B.^7E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 300.13E-03
•/ UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 236.58E-0A
69.4nE-02 13.34E + 0a n.3SE + 00 75.14E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER > E-7 IS: 26B.31E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :751.07E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-R IS: 302.30E-n3
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 237,02E-04
70.3^E-02 13.12E + 00 11.70E + 00 76.^i}E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-7 IS: 261.31E-03
v. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUHBE»R IS :7G3.G2E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 305.62E-03
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 233.8GE-0^
70.55E-02 12.88E+00 1I.95E+00 77. 82E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 255.8GE-03
'/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS : 777. 8GE-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 305.G9E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 233.I6E-0^
69.97E-02 12.^4E+0n 12.26E+00 80.S4E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 2^6.04E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :805.10E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-8 IS: 301.64E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 235.11E-0^
TABLE 15
REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 1.1 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY INSULATED
THE RflU Emf DATrt PRE FROM THE FILE: 03231010
THE PONER SETTING PER CHIP HAS: 1.1 WATTS
' OIJET(W) Tavq-Ts Ilu 7.UNC IN Nu
10.84E-01 17.53E+00 13.S2E+00 S7.17E-n2
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUHBER * E-7 IS: 365.80E-n3
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :571.25E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 49^.53E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 226.98E-0A
I0.83E-01 17.19E+00 13.77E+00 58.29E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^' E-7 IS: 357.49E-a3
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUHBER IS :S82.43E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUHBER * E-8 IS: 492.30E-03
•/ UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 227.ME-0^
10.81E-01 1S.77E + 00 I'^.OBE + OO 59.75E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUHBER * E-7 IS: 3'!l7.17E-03
'/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :597.04E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-8 IS: ^89.01E-03
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 227.58E-0^
10.70E-01 I7.30E+00 13.52E+00 57.33E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^^ E-7 IS: 350.1^E-03
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :578.80E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-8 IS: '!i87.09E-03
'A UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 229.85E-0^
10.75E-01 1G.78E+00 14.00E+00 S9.71E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER + E-7 IS: 2^7.^Z£-Q3
2 UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :596.67E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-8 IS: 486.30E-03
•/ UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 228.88E-0'4
I0.73E-0I 1G.70E+00 M.n3E+00 6G.G0E-n2
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER *- E-7 IS: 34S.^SE-03
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH fJUMBER IS :B99.56E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER • E-8 IS: '^84.82E-03
'/. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 229.37E-04
10.87E-01 17.E1F+no 13.50E+00 SS.91E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-7 IS: 367.76E^03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :568.58E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-8 IS: A96.47E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 226.30E-0^
10.90E-01 t7.22E+00 13.35E+00 58.21E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 358.n3E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :581.69E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-8 IS: ^95.81E-03
•/ UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 225.59E-0^
10.81E-01 1B.61E+00 14.23EhOO 60.32E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-7 IS: 343.28E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :602.77E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: ^88.34E-03
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 227.'^9E-0^
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TABLE 16
REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 3.0 W
BOTTOM BOUNDARY INSULATED
THE RAW Emf DATA ARE FROM THE flLE: 08231310
THE POWER SETTiriG PER CHIP WAS: 3.0 WATTS
' ONET(W) Tavg-Ts Mu '/UMC IN Nu
29.7RE-01 41.31E + 00 IG.OIE^OO 2'i.31E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 110.90E-02
'/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :2^2.30E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 177.S4E-02
v. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 202.57E-0A
29.77E-0I 40.60E+00 1G.28E+00 24.74E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-7 IS: 108.2SE-02
V. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :2^G.54E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 176.18E-02
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 202.65E-04
29.72E-01 39.13E+00 I6.84E+00 25.66E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-7 IS: 102.84E-02
•/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :2SS.82E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 173.21E-02
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 203.01E-0A
29.42E-01 ^0.51E+00 1G.12E+00 2^.79E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-7 IS: 107.92E-02
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :2^7.08E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-R IS: 173.98E-02
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 205.02E-0^
29.S5E-01 39.S2E+00 16.59E+00 25.^1E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-7 IS: 104.27E-02
'/. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :253.28E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: !72.94E-02
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 20^.15E-0A
29.^4E-01 '^I.IBE + OO 15.99E + 00 2'!).42E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-7 IS: 110.27E-02
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :2^3.29E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 175.19E-02
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 204.93E-04
29.87E-01 41.77E^-00 15.89E + 00 24.05E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER •* E-7 IS: 112.G3E-«2
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :239.G4E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 178.9^E-02
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 201.94E-0^
29.9GE-01 40.95E+00 16.25E+00 2^.53E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-7 IS: 109.5SE-02
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :24^.^3E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 177.9GE-02
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 201.34E-04
29.72E-01 39.G3E+00 1G.G^E+00 25.34E-02
TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER > E-7 IS: 104.65E-02
7. UNCERTAINTY IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS :2S2.60E-03
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-8 IS: 174.11E-02
7. UNCERTAINTY IN FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER IS: 203.00E-0^
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TABLE 17
TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 0. 1 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 30 mm




























































SOURCE VOLTAGE: 1 .225









CHIP /»7: 1 .023








































TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 0.7 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 30 mm
RESUL rS ARE STORED IN FILE: 10170950
EXPERIMENT CARRIED OUT ftT
nMBIENT TEMP (CELSIUS) OF: 24.78
BOTH fEMP : 10 C-IO C
TEMPERATURE READINGS IN DEGREES CELSIUS
CENTER TOP RIGHT LEFT BOTTOM BACK
CHIP N01
:
21.^8 2t.22 21.08 21.31 20 01 24.28
POWER (WATTS): .708
CHIP N02: 22.18 21.50 18.45 21 .41 20 88 24.34
POWER (WATTS): .712
CHIP N03: 22.65 21.48 00.00 21.56 21 98 24.44
POWER (WATTS): .719
CHIP N04: 21.68 21.26 20.78 21 . 12 20 37 24.39
POWER (WATTS): .715
CHIP N05: 21.93 21.19 21.53 21 .74 21 48 24.42
POWER (WATTS): .718
CHIP N06: 22.75 21.81 22.07 20.73 20 12 24.48
POWER (WATTS): .721
CHIP N07: 21.M 20.83 21.34 20.95 19 34 24.44
POWER (WATTS): .719
CHIP N08: 22.00 21.42 21.32 00.00 20 87 24.43
POWER (WATTS): .718
CHIP N09: 22.55 20.64 18.15 22.02 21 83 24.42
POWER (WATTS): .717
HEAT EXCflANGERS TEMPERATURES RIGHT CENTER LEFT
30TT0M: 09. 922 10 017 09.972
rop: 09. 977 00. 000 10.060













CHIP #2: 2 756
CHIP *3: 2 743
CHIP #4: 2 747
CHIP #5: 2 597
CHIP *6: 2 741
CHIP #7: 2 743
CHIP #8: 2 744
CHIP ffS: 2 745
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TABLE 19
TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 1.1 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 30 mm
RESULTS ftRt STORED IN FILE: 10171720
EXPERIMENT CARRIED OUT ni
fiMBIENT TEMP (CELSIUS) OF: 2S.9^
B«^IH TEMP : 10 C-10 C
TEMPERATURE READINGS IN DEGREES CELSIUS
CENTER TOP RIGHT LEFT BOTTOM BACK
CHIP NOl: 2f..38 2S.79 25.94 26 17 24 21 29.857
POWER (WATIS): 1.092
CHIP N02: 27.34 26.00 22.01 26 \7 25 62 29.96
POWER (WATTS): 1.099
CHIP N03: 27.67 2S.73 00.00 26 08 26 69 30. 1 1
POWER (WATTS): 1.1093
CHIP NO^: 26.74 26.07 25. SI 26 00 24 85 30.02
POWER (WATTS): 1.103
CHIP N05: 29.78 25.86 26.40 26 71 26 35 30.08
POWER (WATTS): 1.107
CHIP N06: 27.51 25.54 26.74 25 65 24 17 30. 16
POWER (WATTS) : 1.113
CHIP N07: 25.80 25.40 26.18 25 63 22 98 30. 10
POWER (WATTS): 1.109
CHIP N08: 27.06 25.80 26.15 00 00 25 29 30.11
POWER (WATTS): 1.109
CHIP N09: 27.79 24.71 21.36 26 94 26 60 30. 1 1
POWER (WATTS): 1.110
HEAT IXCHANGERS TEMPERATURES: RIGHT CENTER LEFT
BOTTOM: 09 924 10.015 09.987
TOP: 10. 010 00.000 10.068







T(77) : 17.08 t
SOURCE VOLTAGE: ^.085












TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 1.5 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 30 mm
RESULTS are: SIORtD IN FILE: 10181020
EXPERIMENT CARRIED OUT AT
AMBIENT TEMP (CELSIUS) OF: 23.9^
BATH TEMP : 10 C-10 C

























































































VOLTAGE TO THE HEATERS :













TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 2.5 W
CHAMBER WIDTH =30 mm
RESULTS fiRE STORED IN FILE: 10182338
EXPERIMENT CARRIED OUT AT
AMBIENT TEMP (CELSIUS) OF: 23.17
BATH TEMP : 10 C
TEMPERATURE READINGS IN DEGREES CELSIUS
CENTER





















































































VOLTAGE TO THE HEATERS
CHIP *1 : 4 881
CHIP *2: 5 i52
CHIP #3: 5 128
CHIP <'4: 5 135
CHIP *5: 4 859
CHIP *6: 5 124
CHIP f>7\ 5 129
CHIP *8: 5 129
CHIP »3'. 5 129
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TABLE 22
TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 3.0 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 30 mm
RESULTS ARE STORED IN FILE:
EXPERIMENT CftRRIED OUT AT
AMBIENT TEMP (CELSIUS) OF:
BATH TEMP : 10 C































































VOLTAGE TO THE HEATERS :
CHIP #1 : 5 411
CHIP #2: 5 712
CHIP *3: 5 685
CHIP *4: 5 692
CHIP *5: 5 385
CHIP »S: 5 680
CHIP *7: 5 685
CHIP #8: 5 685





























REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 0.1 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 30 mm
THr. RHH Cmf DflfPl ARE FROM THE FILE: 1 016 1 BIO
THE POWER SETTING PER CHIP NOS : 0.1 W
THE DISTANCE TO THE FROM! WOLL WftS 30 MM
CHIP ONET(N) Tavg-Ts Nu I Nu2
1 .10 2.1^ 23.19 10.85
FLUX BflSED RAYLETGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: .31
ftVERftOE TEMPERATURE: 12.861
SINK TEMPERniURE: 10. 104
2 .10 2.82 22.77 10.66
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMnER '* E-9 IS: .31
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 12.925
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 104
3 .10 3.04 21.32 9.98
FLUX BASED RAYLEJGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: .31
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 13.144
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 104
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER *
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 12.734
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 104
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER »
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 12.934
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.104
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER *
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 12.788
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.104
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER *
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 12.782
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 104
11 .46
11 .2§
.10 2.99 21.58 10.10
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS:
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 13.089
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.104
FlUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER *
AVFRAGE TEMPERATURE: 13.202
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10, 104
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TABLE 24
REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 0.7 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 30 mm
THE RON r.mf DATO ARE FROM THE EILE: 1017095Q
THE POWER SETTING PER CHIP WAS: 0.7 W
THE DISTANCE TO THE FRONT WALL WAS 30 MM
CHIP ONET(W) Tavg-Ts Nu 1 Nu2
1 .70 11.2? ^0.87 19.12
FlUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMFIER » E-9 IS: 2.^)1
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 21.29^
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.0 73
2 .71 10.92 -^2.23 19.76
FLUX RASED RAYLEIGH NUMRER * E-9 IS: 2.42
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 20.990
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.073
3 .71 12.11 38.48 18.00
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 2.48
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 22.18S
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.073
4 .71 11.20 41.37 19.36
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 2.44
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 21.273
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.073
5 .71 11.71 39.73 18. S9
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER « E-9 IS: 2.46
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 21.783
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.073
6 .72 11. B1 39.61 18. S3
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-9 IS: 2.48
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 21.878
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.073
7 .71 10.99 42.38 19.8:?
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 2.45
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 21.066
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.073
8 .71 11.61 40.07 18.75
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-9 IS: 2.46
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 21.685
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.073
9 .71 11.16 41.64 19.48





REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 1.1 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 30 mm
THE R{\U Enf Dflin ORE FROM THE FILE: 101/1720
THE POWER SETTING PER CHIP WAS: 1.1 H
THE DISTANCE TO THE FRONT WftLL WAS 30 MM
CHIP ONET(N) Tavg-Ts Nu 1 NuZ
1 1.08 16.00 ^4.3.^ 20.7^
FlUX enSED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 3.93
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 26.089
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.08S
2 1.09 1S.''<8 /^6.12 21.S8
FLUX BASED RAYLETGH NUMBER ^ E-9 IS: 3.94
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 25.562
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.085
3 1.10 16.83 '!|2.84 20.0^
FLUX BASED RAYLETGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 4.03
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 26.917
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.085
4 1.09 16.05 44.67 20.90
FLUX BASED RAYLETGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 3.98
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 26.136
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.085
5 1.10 17.57 40.98 19.17




6 1.10 16.42 44.03 20.60
FLUX BASED RAYLETGH NUMBER « E-9 IS: 4.03
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 26.509
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.085
7 1.10 15.60 46.18 21.60,
ElUX BASED RAYLETGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 3.98
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 25.688
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.085
8 1.10 16.43 43.88 20.53
FLUX BASED RAYLETGH NUMBER < E-9 IS: 4.02
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 26.519
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.085
9 1.10 15.63 46.12 21.58





REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 1.5 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 30 mm
THE RAH Emf DATA ARE FROM THE FILE: 10211130
THE POWER SETTING PER CHIP WAS: 1.5 W
THE DISTANCE TO THE FRONT WALL WAS 30 MM
CHIP rjNET(W) Tavg-Ts Ntj 1 Nu2
1 1.52 22.39 4/^.65 20.89
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 5.94
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 32.563
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 180
2 1.53 21.80 46.10 21.57
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-9 IS: 5.94
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 31.978
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.180
3 1.54 24.07 42.22 19.75
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 6.15
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 34.252
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 180
4 1.54 22.27 45.37 21.23
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 6.00
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 32.450
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.180
5 1.54 23.39 43.35 20.28
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER « E-9 IS: 6.09
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 33.574
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 180
6 1.55 22.61 45.06 21.08
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGfl NUMBER ^ E-9 IS: 6.07
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 32.788
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 180
7 1.54 21.66 46.86 21.92^
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 5.99
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 31.837
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 180
8 1.54 22.30 45.54 21.30
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-9 IS: 6.03
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 32.482
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 180
9 1.54 20.60 49.26 23.05
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 5.92
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 30.782
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 180
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TABLE 27
REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 2.5 W
CHAMBER WIDTH =30 mm
THE ROM Emf DnTfl ORE FROM THE FILE: 10182338
THE POWER SETTING PER CfllP UrtS: 2.5 W
THE DISTANCE TO THE FRONT HflLL WftS 30 MM
CHIP ONET(N) Tavq-Ts Nu 1 Nu2
1 2.t\i\ 31.61 SI. 08 23,90
FLUX BASED ROYLEIGH NUNBER * E-S IS: 10.54
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 41.698
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.087
2 2.45 30.24 53.65 25.10
FLUX BASED RAYLETGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 10.44
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 40.331
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.087
3 2.48 33.03 49. B9 23.25
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 10.86
AVERAGE TEMPERA JURE: 43,113
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.087
4 2.46 31.27 52.14 24.39
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 10.60
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 41.356
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.087
5 2.47 32.19 50.85 23.79
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER >» E-9 IS: 10.74
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 42.277
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.087
6 2.49 31.14 52.84 24.72
FlUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 10.68
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 41.225
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.087
7 2.48 30.10 54.39 25.i44
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-9 IS: 10.52
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 40.189
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.087
8 2.48 30.94 52.97 24.78
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-9 IS: 10.62
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 41.023
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.087
9 2.48 28.94 56.51 26.44





REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 3.0 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 30 mm
THE RftN Emf DOrn ARE FRnM THE FILE: 10191310
THE POWER SETTING PER CHIP WHS: 3.0 N
THE DISTHNCE TO THE FRONT WALL WAS 30 MM
CHIP QNET(N) Tavg-Ts Nul Nu2
1 2.96 30.29 51.36 2-^.03
FLUX BftSED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-9 IS: 13.73
fiVERftGE TEMPERATURE: 48.^^0
SINK TEMPEROTURE: 10. 15^1
2 2.98 35. SO S^.M 25.33
FLUX BftSED RftYLETGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 13.56
nVERftGE TEMPERftTURE: ^^6.657
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.15^
3 3.01 38.80 51.50 24.10
FLUX BASED ROYLEJGH NUMBER ^ E-9 IS: M.03
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 48.959
SINK fEMPERATURE: 10.154
4 2.99 38.03 52.27 24.46
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 13.85
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 48.185
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.154
5 3.00 38.62 51.66 24.17
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 13.98
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 48.777
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 154
6 3.02 36.60 54.74 25.61
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 13.76
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 46.755
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 154
7 3.01 36.^19 54.71 25.60*
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-9 IS: 13.69
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 46.642
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 154
8 3.01 36.62 54.55 25.52
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-9 IS: 13.72
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 46.771
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.154
9 3.01 33.27 59.88 28.01
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 13.23
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 43.421
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 154
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TABLE 29
TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 0. 1 W





















RESULTS ARE STORED IN FILE: 11050029
EXPERIMENT CARRIED OUT AT
AMBIENT TEMP (CELSIUS) OF
BATH TEMP : 10 C



























































SOURCE VOLTAGE: 1 .219
VOLTAGE TO THE HEATERS :
CHIP *1 : .96 7
CHIP /»2: 1 .021
CHIP *3: 1.016




CHIP *8: 1 .015









TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 0.7 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 9 mm
RESULTS ARE STORED IN FILE: 11062057
EXPERIMENT CfiRRIED OUT ni
ftMBIENT TEMP (CELSIUS) OP: 20. B1
BfiTH TEMP : 10 C
TEMPERATURE READINGS IN DEGREES CELSIUS
CENTER TOP RIGHT LEFT BOTTOM
23.27 22.85 23.21 21.^9
.696
23.75 23.74 23.74 23.07
.701
24.57 24.32 23.70 24.51
.7050
22.97 22.82 22.78 21.97
.703
23.82 24.12 24.42 23.69
.705
23.76 00.00 23.15 25.35
.709
22.57 23.13 22.84 21.02
.707
23.90 23.94 00.00 22.83
.707




















HEAT EXCHANGERS TEMPERATURES: RIGHT CENTER
BOTTOM: 09.972 10.070
TOP: 10.047 00.000










VOLTAGE TO THE HEATERS
CHIP #1 : 2 587
CHIP f>2'. 2 731
CHIP *3: 2 720
CHIP *4: 2 722
-CHIP *5: 575
CHIP *6: 2 717
CHIP tf7\ 2 718
CHIP /JB: 2 718
















TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 1.1 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 9 mm
RESULTS ARE STORED TN FILE: 11022255
EXPERIMENT CARRIED OUT ftT
ftHBIENT TEMP (CELSIUS) OF: 21.11
BATH TEMP : 10 C
TEMPERATURE READINGS IN DEGREES CELSIUS
CENTER TOP RIGHT left" BOTTOM BACK
CHIP NO I: 28.92 28.61 28.26 28.57 25.77 29.87
POWER (WATTS) 1.093
CHIP N02: 31.27 29.86 29.60 29.60 28.52 29.97
POWER (WATTS) 1 .100
CHIP N03: 30.^9 30.42 30.02 28.65 30.37 30.08
POWER (WATTS) 1 . 1071
CHIP NO-^: 29.63 28.45 28.11 27.89 26.78 30.04
POWER (WATTS) 1 .104
CHIP N05: 31 . 1G 29.79 30.20 30.63 29.54 30.08
POWER (WATTS) 1 . 107
CHIP N06: 31.91 28.89 00.00 28.72 31.17 30.18
POWER (WATTS) 1.114
CHIP N07: 28.^8 27.51 28.46 28.34 25.07 30. 15
POWER (WATTS) 1.112
CHIP N08: 31 .20 30.08 30.00 00.00 28.01 30. 14
POWER (WATTS) 1.111
CHIP N09: 32.68 28.26 31.03 31 .03 30.57 30. 11
POWER (WATTS) 1.110
HEAT EXCHANGEF S TEMPERATURES: RIGHT CENTER LEFT
30 T TOM: 09.839 10.128 10.24









VOLTAGE TO THE HEATERS
CHIP *!: 3.244
CHIP *2: 3.425









TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 1.5 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 9 mm
RESULTS ARE STORED IN FJIE: 11091225
EXPERIHENT CARRIED OUT f)l
ftHBIENT TEMP (CELSIUS) OF:
BATH TEHP : 10 C
21 .83
TEMPERfllURE READINGS IN DEGREES GELS lUS
CENTER TOP RIGHT LEFT BOTTOM BACK
CHIP NOI: 36.71 36.38 3S.78 36.25 32.76 37.56
POWER (WATTS): 1.^^83
CHIP N02: 38.97 36.79 37.06 37.06 35.88 39.83
POWER (WATTS): 1.^97
CHIP N03; 38.33 37.92 37.67 34.98 37.83 39.20
POWER (WATTS): 1.5093
CHIP N04: 37.06 3S.37 35.16 34.59 33.41 37.92
POWER (WATTS): 1.50^
CHIP N05: 38.29 36.57 37.19 37.75 36.20 39.16
POWER (WATTS): 1.508
CHIP NOG: 39.^0 35.38 00.00 34.97 38.23 40.27
POWER (WATTS): 1.516
CHIP N07: 3^.9^ 33.67 35.04 34.46 30.18 35.81
POWER (WATTS): 1.512
CHIP N08: 38.18 35.83 36.98 00.00 34.50 39.05
POWER (WATTS): 1.512
CHIP N09: 39.71 34.80 28.60 36.52 36.09 40.58
POWER (WATTS): 1.511
HEAT IXCHAflGERS TEMPERATURES: RIGHT CENTER LEFT
BOTTOM: 09.828 09.977 10.040





















TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 2.5 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 9 mm
RESULTS ARE STORED IN FILE: 11082020
EXPERIhENT CARRIED OUT HT
ftMBIENT TEMP (CELSIUS) OF: 21.28
BOTH TEMP : 10 C
TEMPERATURE READINGS IN DEGREES CELSIUS
CENTER TOP RIGHT LEFT BOTTOM BACK
CHIP NOl
:
^6.62 4S.93 45.41 46.08 40.22 48.05
POWER (WATTS) 2.504
CHIP N02: 50.0^ 46.15 47.23 47.23 43.85 51 .48
POWER (WATTS) 2.520
CHIP N03: ^8.91 48.75 48.04 45.63 48.30 50.37
POWER (WATTS) 2.5388
CHIP NO^: 47.00 43.52 44.22 42.84 41.35 48.45
POWER (WATTS) 2.531
CHIP N05: 48.7 7 46.61 4 7.23 48.29 45.89 50.23
POWER (WATTS) 2.538
CHIP N06: 49.99 44.34 00.00 44.08 48.13 51.45
-POWER (WATTS) 2.552
CHIP N07: 43.36 41.13 43.65 42.69 35.63 44.82
POWER (WATTS) 2.544
CHIP N08: 48.86 45.42 47.09 00.00 43. 17 50.32
POWER (WATTS) 2.544
CHIP N09: 49.89 42.54 34.29 45.52 45.93 51.35
POWER (WATTS) 2.541
HEAT EXCHANGEF S TEMPERATURES: RIGHT CENTER LEFf
301 TOM: 09.859 10.037 10.110








SOURCE VOLTAGE: 6. 193
VOLTAGE TO THE HEATERS
CHIP *1: 4 921
CHIP *2: 5 193
CHIP -^3: 5 172
CHIP *4: 5 176
CHIP *5: 4 897
CHIP *6: 5 165
CHIP vl\ 5 169
CHIP *8: 5 169
CHIP <'9: 5 171
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TABLE 34
TEMPERATURE DATA FOR INPUT POWER 3.0 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 9 mm
RESULTS ARE STORED IN FILE: 11072058
EXPERIMENT CARRIED OUT ftT
ftMBIENT TEMP (CELSIUS) OF: 21.00
BOTH EMP : 10 C
TEMPERA rURE READINGS IN DEGREES CELSIUS
CENTER TOP RIGHT LEFT BOTTOM BACK
CHIP NOl: 55.97 54.^6 55.08 55.59 45.61 57.66
POWER (WATTS): 2.938
CHIP N02: 61.12 57.3^ 58.19 58.19 54.57 62.82
POWER (WATTS): 2.957
CHIP N03: 58.^7 58.54 57.89 55.35 58.30 60.18
POWER (WATTS): 2.9774
CHIP N04: 57.35 53.88 54.52 54.33 49.46 59.05
POWER (WATTS): 2.969
CHIP N05: 58.98 57.68 58.44 59.12 56.79 60.69
POWER (WATTS): 2.978
CHIP NOG: 61.17 55.49 00.00 55.89 59.33 62.89
POWER (WATTS): 2.993
CHIP N07: 52.97 51.59 53.54 53.26 43.41 54.68
POWER (WATTS): 2.984
CHIP N08: 60.57 57.20 59,10 00.00 54.97 62.28
POWER (WATTS): 2.985
CHIP N09: 60.45 53.52 46.33 56.95 56.66 62.17
POWER (WATTS): 2.984
HEAT EXCHANGERS TEMPERA1URE5 RIGHT CENTER LEFT
BOTTOM: 09.783 10.022 10.176
TOP: 09.816 00.000 10.063








VOLTAGE TO THE HEATERS
CHIP #1: 5.339
CHIP *2: 5.633










REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 0.1 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 9 mm
THE RAW Emf DfUn ARE FROM THE FILE: 1109002
THE POWER SETTING PER CHIP WnS: 0.1 U
THE DISTANCE TO THE FRONT WALL WAS 9 MM
CHIP ONET(W) Tavg-Ts Nul nu2
1 .10 ^K 1 1 S . 1 9 7.11
FLUX CASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-9 IS: .30
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 1/J.2'l2
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.139
2 .10 ^.OP IS. 38 7.19
FlUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: .31
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: M.221
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 139
3 .10 ^1.39 M.43 6.7S
FlUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER « E-9 IS: .31
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: W<.S2S
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 139
^ .10 4.0 7 1S.S4 7.2 7
FlUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-9 IS: .31
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 14.208
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.139
5 .10 4.36 14.S2 6.80
FlUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: .31
• AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 14.497
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.139
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS:
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 14.473
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.139
7 .10 4.01 IS. 86 7.4?
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER # E-9 IS:
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 14.153
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 139
8 .10 4.33 14.67 6.86
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-9 IS:
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 14.471
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.139
9 .10 4.S2 14.00 6.SS
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS:
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 14.660
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 139
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TABLE 36
REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 0.7 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 9 mm
THE RAW F.mf DATA ARE FROM THE FILE: 11062057
THE PONER SETTING PER CHIP WAS: 0.7 H
THE DISTANCE TO THE FRONT HALL HAS 9 MM
CHIP ONET(W) Tavq-T? Nul N.j2
1 .68 13.03 34.38 16.08
FlUX BASED RAYLEIGH NHMBER * E-9 IS: 2.41
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 23.174
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 145
2 .69 13.11 34.42 15.10
FLUX BASED RAYLETGH NUMBER » E-9 IS: 2.43
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 23.251
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 145
3 .69 14.31 31.75 14.86
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 2.48
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 24.456
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 145
4 .69 13.07 34.63 16.20
FlUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-9 IS: 2.44
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 23.219
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 145
5 .69 14.31 31.75 14.86
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-9 IS: 2.48
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 24.451
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 145
6 .70 14.65 31.20 14.60
FLUX BASED RAYLETGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 2.50
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 24.794
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 145
7 .70 12.79 35.62 16,96
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 2.44
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 22.933
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.145
8 .70 14.17 32.16 15.04
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER ^ E-9 IS: 2.48
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 24.313
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.145
9 .69 13.12 34.64 16.21
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 2.45
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 23.266
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 145
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TABLE 37
REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 1.1 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 9 mm
THE RAN Emf Dflin ARE FROM THE FILE: 11022255
THE POHER SETTING PER CHIP WnS: 1.1 W
THE DISTANCE TO THE FRONT WALL WAS 9 MM
CHIP ONET(W) Tavq Ts Nu 1 Nu2
1 l.ne 18.18 38.87 18.19
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER '* E-9 IS: 4.02
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 28.377
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 193
2 1.08 18. B3 38.19 17.87
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 4.07
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 28.825
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 193
3 1.09 19.71 36.38 17.02
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-9 IS: 4.M
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 29.898
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.193
4 1.09 18.29 39.06 18.28
FlUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 4.07
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 28.480
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.193
5 1.09 20.35 35.25 16.49
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER " E-9 IS: 4.17
AVERAGE TEHPERAIURE: 30.538
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 193
6 1.10 20.24 35.66 16.68
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 4.19
AVERAGE TEHPERAIURE: 30.429
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 193
7 1.10 17.88 40.23 18.82
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER E-9 IS: 4.08
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 28.076 T
SINK TEMFTRATURE: 10. 193
8 1.10 20.13 35.76 16.73
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 4.18
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 30.321
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 193
9 1.09 19.19 37.43 17.51





REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 1.5 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 9 mm
THE RftW Emf UflTO ARE FROM THE FILE: 11091225
THE POWER SETTING PER CHIP WnS: 1.5 H
THE DISTANCE TO THE FRONT WALL WOS 9 MM
CHIP QNET(N) Tavg-Ts Nul Nu2
1 1.47 25.92 37.30 17.45
FLUX BOSEU RAYLEJGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 5.96
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 36.108
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 186
2 1.47 25.87 37.60 17.59
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 6.00
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 36.053
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 186
3 1.49 27.17 36.12 16.90
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 6.13
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 37.353
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 186
4 1.48 25.44 38.39 17.96
FLUX BASED RAYLEJGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 5.99
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 35.625
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 186
5 1.49 27.48 35.69 16.70
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 6.15
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 37.664
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 186
6 1.49 27.26 36.16 16.32
FLUX BASED RAYLEJGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 6.17
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 37.450
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 186
7 1.49 24.25 40.46 18^,93
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 5.95
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 34.440
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.186
8 1.49 27.02 36.36 17.01
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-9 IS: 6.13
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 37.211
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10. 186
9 1.49 25.41 38.61 18.07





REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 2.5 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 9 mm
THF. RAN Emf DATfi ARE FROM THE FILE: MQ82020
THE PONER SETTING PER CHIP WftS: 2.5 W
THE DISTANCE TO THE FRONT WALL WAS 9 MM
CHIP QNET(W) Tavg-TB Nul Nu2
1 2.1M 3S.'^2 i\^.21 21. 6S
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER < E-9 IS: 11.15
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: /I5.692
SINK TEMPERATURE: \^.21\
2 2.^9 35.23 ^6.82 21.90
FLUX BASED RAYLETGH NUMBER » E-9 IS: 11.20
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: ^^5.503
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.271
3 2.50 37.B^i ^4.23 20. G9
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 11.58
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 47.908
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.271
t\ 2.50 34.33 48.22 22.56
FLUX BASED RAYLETGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 11.14
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 44.605
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.271
5 2.50 37.68 44.17 20.66
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUflDER * E-9 IS: 11.58
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 47.946
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.271
B 2.52 37.0? 45.18 21.14
FlUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 11.56
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 47.287
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.271
7 2.51 32.27 51.53 24.11
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 10.96
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 42.536
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.271
8 2.51 37.08 44.97 21.04
FLUX BASED RAYLETGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 11.53
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 47.355
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.271
9 2.51 33.79 49.19 23.01





REDUCED DATA FOR INPUT POWER 3.0 W
CHAMBER WIDTH = 9 mm
THE RAW Emf DATA ARE FROM THE FILE: 11072058
THE POWER SETTING PER CHIP WAS: 3.0 W
THE DISTANCE TO THE FRONT WALL WAS 9 MM
CHIP QNET(W) Tavq-Ts Nul Nu2
1 2.90 ^^.-^O 43.6^ 20. ^^2
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: M.41
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: S^i.762
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.362
2 2.92 ^6.3'< ^2.1^ 19.72
FlUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-9 IS: 14.79
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 56.697
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.362
3 2.94 4 7.28 41.61 19.47
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 15.04
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 57.639
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.362
4 2.93 44.68 43.84 20.51
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER » E-9 IS: 14.61
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 55.040
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.362
5 2.94 48.33 40.74 19.06
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 15.20
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 58.691
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.362
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 15.28
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 58.676
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.362 '
2.95 42.01 46.78 21.89
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 14.29
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 52.372
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.362
2.95 48.82 40.44 18.92
FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER * E-9 IS: 15.31
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE: 59.183
SINK TEMPERATURE: 10.362
2.95 44.89 43.86 20.52







EDITED BY LT E. TORRES. FROM ORIGINALS
PAMUK [ReF.12] AND BENEDICT [REF. 131
THIS PROGROM ANALYSES THE DATA READ FROM *
A DATA FILE DESIGNATED BY THE OPERATOR. H^
REDUCES THE DATA TO CALCULhTIOMS OF MF^ »
POWER. PAYLEIGH NUMBER AND NUSELT NUMBER.*
VARIABLES USED ARE :
EMF : VOLTAr-E FROM THE THERMOCOUPLES.
POWER : POWER DISSIPATED BY THE HEATERS.
9G ! T(I) : TEMPERATURE CONVERTED FROM THERMOCOU-
97 ' PLES v^OL^AGE.
TAVG : IS THE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE
CHIP. IT IS OBTAINED MULTIPLYING
THE TEMPERATURE FOUND IN EACH FACE
BY THE AREA AND DIVIDING 5Y THE TO-
10: ' TAL AREA.
: CHIP BACK SURFACE TEMPERATURE.
NJS ! Ttilm: FILM TEMPERATURE OF THE FC-7S.
ONET : ILECTRIC ^'OWER MlfiUS 'ONDMC^ION LOSSES
TSINK: AVERAGE OF ^he 6 THERMOCOUPLES Ifl
THE UPPER MND LOWER HEM T -EXCHANGERS
.
NUT : VERTICAL LENGTH BASED NUSSELT NUMBER
NU2 : AREA-PERIMETER BASED NUSSELT NUMBER.
OTHER VARIABLES ARE SELF EXPLANATOPIES
.
COM /Co/ D(7'
DIM Enf(7S) .Power<3i . T ( 7S » . Tavat 9 ) . T^ O
)
DIM Tf ilmlS) .QnetO) .HO) .K(9) .RhoOi .Cpi9)
DIM N(9) .Nij(9) .RaO) .DeltO) .Alfa(9) .Pr(9J
DIM Gr(9) .Beta(9).Dpo<j(9).Dt3(9) .Rp(8)
! CORRELATION FACTORS TO CONVERT Enit TO DE'-REES CELS
DATA I). innef;091 .25727.'3.-767?4S.8.730:5S96.
DATA
-9c.'4 7 48S5c!9.b.98El I . -S'.bGE 1 3:. 3.9^Et4






INPUT 'ENTER THE NAME OF THE FILE lONTAINING DATA" .Qidf 1 leS
PRINT USING 10X.""THE RAW Emf DATA ARE FROM THE FILE: " " . 1 OA" : Idf 1 le3
INPUT "ENTER THE POWER SETTING ".Po>jer5
115
3jii PRiriT IISIMG ?X."" THE POWER GETTIIK- PER CHIP UAS : " " . I OA" : PowerS
^.-il !






^00 ASSIGN ?Pile TO OldfileS
^01 ENTER '5Fi le:Emt (<-)
-i^n (.»., .».»^t-»-t^»^^^ + ^^^t-+-»-*-4->-f-»-<--» <^^.t^H»
^30 ! CONVERT Emf TO DEGREES CELS I US ••
-i3t 1 ^^^^^^^^^^^..^^..^^^^^.,-,^^^.» + .^
u^n FOR >n TO r,0
ASU Sijm =
JbO FOR J-0 TO 7




so: FOR 1-71 TO 7G
5 3 Sum =
sn^ FOR
.J = TO 7
30b Sijn = Sijm + D(J) ^Emt ( I) " J
so^: NEXT j








5^0 VoH=Enf (61 1
550 FOR I-b2 TO 70
5b0 Pou)erlJ)=Ent I I ) » ( Vol t -Emf ' D ) /Rd' I-












ICALCULATF THfT AVERAGE TEMPERATURES OF THE BLOCK vACES -
!IF A THERMCCCUPLE IS FOUND OPENED. IT SHOULD 3E TAKEN OFF.
' T(0) »Acen+T( ! ;>At-op+T'






























































Tava(4) = ( T( 13)«-rtcen + T( 1 9 ' « top>T ( 20 ^ *Ar i
Tavg(5) = a(24)*Acen+T(25)->Atop+T(2S) ^rtri
Tava(6) = (T(30)*-Acpn + T(31 ) »Atop + T ( 33 ) 'Ale
Tavg( 7) = ( T( 36 ) *Acen + T ( 37 ) Mtop + T ( 38 ) >rtr
i
Tava(8)=( T ( 42 ) Acen+T ( 43 ) Atop+T ( 44 ) Ar
+ T(21 )»^Alef + T<22)«-Abot J/Atot:




+ T( 39)^Alef + T('iO)*Abot)/Atot
+ T(46)«-Abot )/(Atot-Alet )
Tavgt9) = ( T ( 48 ) *Acen+T ( 49 ) 'Atop + T ( 50 ) *Ar ig + T ( 5 I ) «Alef + T ( 52 ) Abot ) /A to
t
RESISTANCE OF PLEXIGLASS. FOUND WITH A CONDUCTIVITY OF *
0.195 W/m,K AND A LENGTH OF 19. S MM.
CHIP BACK SURFACE TEMPERATURES
r5(1)=T(5)










FOR .J=1 TO 9






Qloss7=(T(41 )-T(54) ) /Re
01oss=(01oss3+01os35+Qlos3 7)
AVERAGE SINK TEMPERATURE CALCULATION
T3inlr = ( T(57'+T'S3) + TfS9) + T(b0i TCI) '•K 72) )/6
! TUO THARACrERISTIC LEMGTHS . HILL BE USED rnCALCULATE NUSSELT MIIHBERS
! LI BASED IN THE VERTICAL DIMENSION OF THE CHIP 'i.'4,MM!
! AND L2 3fiSED IN THE SUMATION OF THE AREASDIVIDED BY THE PERIIiETER.
LI=2.40E-2 *
L2=(2.-n6.-*2a./60. )+2. H8. »b./28. )+'A. •24./b'4. )*.1J01





1220 ! CALCULATION OF NET POWER. Nu AND Ra.
I23U ! **^*>*-^^**^>.4****-*^^^*^**^*4^+#*»**-»**
1231 !
\2^0 FOR J=l TO 9
12S0 !
1260 ! CALCULATION OF Onet
1270 Onet( J)=Power( J)-Qloss
1290 !
1300 ! CALCULATION OF Tfilm





1380 ! CALCULATION OF CONVECTION COEFFICIENT








1480 ! CALCULATION OF FC-75 SPECIFIC HEAT
1490 Cp( J) = ( .24111 U3.7037E-4>^Tf 1 lm( J) )»4130
!500 !
1510 ! CALCULATION OF f^C-75 VISCOSITY




1550 ! CALCULATION OF THE COEFFICIENT OF ^HERMAL
1551 ! EXPANSION [BETH]
15G0 Beta( J) = .00246/( 1 . 825- . 00246'' Tf i lm( J ) )
15 70 I
1580 ! CALCULATION OF ALPHA





1640 ! CALCULATIOrJ OF NUSSELT NUMBERS
1650 Nul U)=H( J)-L1/K(.J)








1794 ! CALCULATION OF FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER
1810 Rat (J) = ( (9.31 *Beta(J)*M •4*^0net( J) ) / ( K ( J ) *N( J ) *-A 1 1 a I J ) "Ato I- i ' *• 1 . E-
9
1830 !
137,3 ,*^*^^^,.,* + ^^^^^*^^^^^^^^*^^^^^*^^^*^^^*H.*^**>*»>^*4^^^^^-.^^^f-*-*^^-^^
1880 PRINT USING " 1 OX . D. 1 X .5( 5X .DD .DD . ) " : J .Onet ( J) .Del t ( J ) .Nul ( J ) . Nu2 i ;
'
1890 !
1930 PRINT USING '12X.""FLUX BASED RAYLEIGH NUMBER t-9 IS: "'.DDD.DD":
1^40 PSiNT USING "12X. ""AVERAGE TEMPERATURE :"". ODD. ODD"
:
Tavgi J )I :"





! PROGRAM FrtSTSCttN ^
! PROGRAM TO SCAN THE THREE UPPERMOST THERMOCOUPLES.
! IT SCANS 3 CHANNELS FOR TEMPERATURE VARIATION MEASUREMENTS.










102 \ THE THREE FILE NAMES THAT ARE REQUIRED F0LLG;-IING
10?: ! ARE TO STORE THE READINGS FROM THREE THERMOCOUPLES.
104
106 BEEP
107 PRINTER IS 701
108 BEEP
inq INPUT "ENTER THE FIRST FILE NAME: " .Npuit i Ip 1 'L
no INPUT "ENTER THE SECOND FILE NAME: " .Ne^jf i le2S
1 1
1
INPUT "ENTER THE THIRD FILE NAME: ".llewfile3S
112 INPUT "ENTER THE VOLTMETER READING: ".VS
I 13 PRINT USING "iSX,"" RESULTS ARE STORED ON DISK FASTSCAN
1 14 PRINT
I IS PRINT USING "2BX.""FILE: " " . 1 OA" :Newt i le 1
S
117 PRINT
I 18 PRINT USING "2SX.--FILE: " " . I OA" : Neuf i 1^2?
1 n PRINT








140 OUTPUT 722:''T4 Fl Rl PO ZO ISTI SOI ISTN"
Mm ! LOOP NUMBER ONE ^
14S ! START SCANNING CHANNEL * I'-i
ISO OUTPUT 709: "API 3 AL13"
ISO OUTPUT 709; "AS"
170 BEEP
175 Timedatel=TIMEDATE
130 FOR ,Jj = TO Ipass
200 OUTPUT 722: "T3"
210 ENTER 722:V1C)
230 Tl (P3ss)=Vl( 1)
250 Pass=Pass+1
251 N=N+1




! LOOP NUMBER TWO
! START SCttNNING CHftNNEL ?i
::5 OUTPUT 709:-flF3l ^L31
.'6 OUTPUT 709: "AS-
277 BEEP
;78 BEEP
:-9 EOR Jj = .J TO Ipass
:30 OUTPUT 7:2:"T3-
:?i ENTER 722:V2<*i







! LOOP NUMBER THREE
! START SCANNING CHANNEL
297 OUTPUT 70^:'!\Fii3 AL49"









307 NEXT J I
308 !
309 ! END LOOPS
310
PRINT USING "1EX.""TME TOTAL tjmE EL.-^PSED ' SECONDS ;:"". 2;! . t DOD . DO >
PRINT
PRINT USING ^15X.""THE tqTAL NUMBER OF StPtJS : " . 2X. [)['D[;. ['.2:: ' "
:
PRINT
?RINT USING "I^.X.'-THE VOLTMETER READING : ' " . ! OA. : V?
•^ gPINTEP I': ^
:i9 I TRANSFER FIRST SCMN DATA
32' \**^*^*^*^^-.^^^***^**^*...***^**-.*r**^^^.,*^*^^--^ f
322 ! TRAN3FERING THE SCAN DATA ^ROM CHANNEL :?
323 ! TO THE FILE. THIS FILE WILL BE USED . UITH
32^ ! THE PROGRAM 'PLOT". TO MAKE A PLOT OF TEM-
32S ' PERATURE VS ^ihE.
32S ! ******^^*^****^**^*^>*********^^*^^^**^*****'^
323 CREATE BOAT NewfilelS.20
329 ASSIGN iFile TO New+iIelS
330 OUTPUT '4FiU:Ti (n
33? FOR li=0 TO Ipass















! TRANSFER SECOND SCftN DATn
! TRANSFER ING DATA FROM CHANNEL 31*-
!T0 THE FILE
CREATE BOAT Neuf i le2S.20
ASSIGN «File TO Newfile2$
OUTPUT 5.File:T2(^i
FOR I 1=0 TO Ipass




TRANSFER THIRD SCAN DATA
TRANSFER ING DATA FROM CHANNEL 31
TO THE FILE.
REATE BOAT New t" i le3S . 20
ASSIGN '«Fi1p TO Neuf i leJI
OUTPUT SF,U:T3(^)
FOR Ii=U TO Ipass








THIS PROGRAM PLOTS THE DATA ACQUIRED BY
PROGRAM "FASTSCAN".





I-^O INPUT "ENTER MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM Y -VALUES" . Yni n. Yma
140 BEEP




130 PRINT "INlSPIlIP 2000.2000.3000.7000:'
200 PR INI "SC 0. 100.0. TOO: TL 2.0:"
210 St x= 100/(;<Rax-Xmin)
220 Sfy=100/( Ymax-Ynin)
230 PRINT "PtJ 0.0 PD"
240 FOR X3=Xmin TO Xmax STEP Xstep
250 ;(=(;(a-;(min)>Sf X
260 PRINT "PA":x.".0: XT:"
2 70 NEXT Xa
280 PRINT "PA 100.0:PU:"
290 PRINT "PU PA 0.0 PD"
300 FOR Ya = Ymin TO Ymax STEP Yst-?p
310 r=( Y3-rmin)*Sfy
320 PRINT "PA 0," :Y."YT"
330 NEXT Ya
340 PRINT 'PA 0. 100 TL 2"
3S0 FOR Xa=Xnin TO Xmax STEP Xstep
360 X=(Xa-;(min)*STx
370 PRINT "PA":X.".100: XT-
330 NEXT Xa
330 PRINT "PA 100.100 P'J PA 1 00.0 PD"
400 FOR Ya = Yniin TO Yma-: STEP Yste:^
410 Y=(ra-Ymin)*S<"y
420 PRINT "PD PA 100.".Y."YT"
4 30 NEXT Ya
440 PRINT "PA 100. 100 PU"
4mi PRINT "PA 0.-2 SR 1 .5.2"




430 PRINT "C^ -2.-1 :LB-:Xa:""
bOO flEXT -a IT
SIO PRINT "PU PA 11.0"
520 FOR i'a=rnin TO Yma;; STEP Y=.tep
530 IF AB5< Ya)M .E-5 THEN Ya =
540 Y=fYa-Ynin)^Sfy
550 PRINT "PA 0." :Y.""




biio IF ldl=0 THEN
123




b50 PRINT "SR I.5.2:PU PH 50 ,-iO CP";-LEN(Xi,3beiS)
660 PRINT "PH -n .50 CP 0.": -LEN( YIabelS)/2'5/6:"D
670 END IF
680 PRINT "CP 0.0"
630 BEEP
700 INPUT "ENTEf? THE NAME OE THE DATA FILE".0_Mle-






770 PRINTER IS 1
730 Sym= 1
790 PRINTER IS 705
HOG PRINT "Pll DI"
810 IF Svn=1 THEN PRINT "SM."
820 IF Sy'T. = 2 THEM PRINT "SM+'
330 IF Sy.n = 3 THEN PRINT "SMo'
!^40 IF HdM THEN
850 FOR 1=1 TO (Hd-1 '
obO ENTER SPilelXa.Ya
3 70 NEXT I
330 END IF
330 FOR ;'(a = TO 193 STEP .53:i3333
MOO ENTER «'FilP:Ya
3 1 Ya=. 1003G091 +25727. 9^Ya-/673'^5.3*Ya '2 + 78002556
320 )(= ( )!a-Xmin ) »-Sf ;:
3 30 Y-i Ya-^nin.MSfy
3^0 IF Sym.-3 THEM PRINT "SH"
350 IF SyfT,.,^ THEN PRINT "SR I . 4 . 2 . a
"
'^6 PRINT "PA". );.Y. "PD-
370 IF Syn.^^ THEN PRINT "SR ' . 2 . t . S
c(30 IF Syr, = ^ THEN PRINT "IJC2., 4. •^3.0. -8. -^ .0.0.3.4.
330 IF Sym = S THEM PRINT "IJC3. 0. ^9.-';.-6.-^..S. ^.6.:;
1 ; 1 IF Sym = F THEN PRIflT "HCO..s.T.^^-^.S.-S.-b.O. J.3:
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